FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS FROM THE
ATHENIAN AGORA
(PLATES

55-57)

HE contents of this second instalment of financial documents from the Agora
excavations are not so strictly limited to treasure-recordsas was the first instalment.' In fact, of the thirteen texts here published not more than nine fall into this
category (Nos. 3, 4?, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12), whereas No. 1 consists of two fragments
from the record of payments by the Treasurers of Athena, apparently in 404/3 B.C.,
Nos. 2 and 13(?) belong to lists of equipment in sanctuaries, and No. 7, though
clearly relating to the sanctuary of Artemis Brauronia, is not an inventory but perhaps
belongs to a list of regulations drawn up by its overseers (6raTnaTa6).

T

I (Plate 55). Two opisthographic fragments of Pentelic marble. Fragment A was

found in a modern wall (R 21) west of the Eleusinion and west of the Panathenaic
Way on June 2, 1939. It is complete above only, with rough-picked top.
Height, 0.16 m.; width, 0.25 m.; thickness, 0.09 m.
Height of letters, 0.006 m.
Inv. No. I 5799b.
Fragment B was found in Byzantine context near by (R 20) on May 4, 1939. It is
complete on the left of Face a only, but part of the bottom surface is preserved.
Height of Face a, 0.075 m., of Face b, 0.09 m. with a blank space 0.035 m. high
at the foot; width of Face a, 0.20 m., of Face b, 0.0125 m.
Height of letters, 0.006 m.
Inv. No. I 5799a.
a. 404/3 a. (?)
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Hesperia, XXV, 1956, pp. 79-121. I wish to repeat here my grateful appreciation of the help
and encouragement received from both B. D. Meritt, who supplied me with his own copies of these
texts together with some valuable notes and suggestions for the improvement of this article, and
Eugene Vanderpool, who kindly verified various dubious readings and answered miscellaneous
questions concerning the stones themselves.
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There can be no doubt that these two fragments, of which A is from the top and
B from near the foot of a large stele, belong to the series recording payments made
by the treasurers of Athena in one of the last few years of the fifth century B.C. Their
discovery in 1939 was communicated to Dinsmoor, who ascribed them to the year
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404/3 B.C.; 2 and without any wish to question his dating it may be helpful to summarize the evidence on which it rests.
In the first place, the Ionic script practically rules out any earlier date than that
suggested. Secondly, the payments recorded in lines 8-9 of A, a, and lines 1-8 of B,
a, are dated merely by the days of the successive prytanies, without mention of the
months, as in I.G., II2, 1686, for the date of which the year 405/4 seems unassailable,3
in contrast to I.G., 12, 304, b, c (407/6 B.C.) and 305 (406/5 B.C.) where both
prytany-dates and days of the month are recorded. Thirdly, as Dinsmoor has emphasized, this indication of the date is confirmed by the occurrence in line 2 of A, a,
of the name of Chariades of Agryle, whom we know to have been the second of the
overseers in the Erechtheion building-record of 409/8 B.C. (I.G., I2, 372, line 2) and
a Hellenotamias in 406/5 B.C. (I.G., 12, 255, line 328). In our new text he appears as
first in the list of the Treasurers of Athena.4 And finally, the general similarity of the
style of writing to that of I.G., I2, 1686 (though perhaps not attributable to the same
hand [or hands ?] ), as well as the presumeddimensions of the stele, strongly suggests
a close chronological relationship between the two. Moreover, the evidence from the
contents, so far as we can restore them, does not conflict with the suggested date
(404/3 B.C.), in spite of certain difficultieswhich cannot be overlooked.
On these assumptions as to date and contents we may proceed to restore lines
1-3 as follows:
E&llHvOoSpo apxovr]io9Kat ET r-q[o /3oX['AO%qva'tot
avr7Xcooav
--- llpao-t6Eig
Tp()rogEypaqj.LaTEVE,
Tap]
i-o
p
[icu rv EpCv
) 'AOi)va'agro-]av Xapta&qq 'Ay[pvXj0Ev
Ijua
[------------717TeracU]

Xv, MEVEKpa6Tlg

Oi[vatog,---

This restoration is to some extent provisional, since we do not know the name of
the secretary of the Boule, though his deme, Prasiai, is in fact recorded again in
line 4. There is also some uncertainty about the formula in the first portion of line 2,
where the letters AN which precede the name of the first treasurer, Xaptau&q
'Ay[pvX
A Ev], indicate a formula hitherto unknown in any of our records of this class.
As the position seems to rule out [rapE'8oo-]av, I suggest that [i-q] av is by far the

most likely alternative. Moreover, it is not clear whether we should restore the title
of the treasurers as raqudatrwv tEpwPv
Xp7q,arwvor omit the r&v as in the earlier examples
of this class of document (e.g., I.G., 12, 293, 298, 302, 304), whereas in the headings
of the Traditiones (I.G., 12, 233 ff.) r6hvis inserted. As the construction with q`o-av
2

Harv. Stud. Class. Phil., Suppl.Vol. I, 1940, p. 172.
XXV, 1956, pp. 109-121.
Harv. Stud. Class. Phil., Suppl. Vol. I, 1940, p. 172.

3 Cf. Hesperia,
4
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makes a definite statement, with the names of the rcaquaas the predicate, the insertion
of the article would seem to define their title more clearly and formally, and I prefer
to insert it accordingly.
Even so, we cannot calculate exactly the number of letters to be allotted to each
line; but a study of the relative positions of the surviving letters in the first two lines
azv"XA)o-av& lvOo&0po
U
leads to an approximate solution. The words 'AO'7va'to&
f3oX^3g't comprise 51 letters, llpac-tEv4 Grpc709 E"ypac,/arEvE comprise 25, and racqat rJv iEp6hv XpAr1or vr-3q 'AOrjvatcaaqo-av another 34. As qsroavfalls
aPXol'ros Kat Eirtrs

directly below the ovro of a'pXovrTo in line 1, as the 31st to 34th letters in the line, the
'X
first 30 letters of line 2 would be . Ep..
r&wvr- 'AO'qvatas,leaving us to
xprn.L6v
insert either tat TJov or rTauat as the first six. Assuming the correctness of the former
alternative, with rau(at the end of line 1, we have 51 + 25 + 3 = 79 letters in line 1,
without the name of the secretary; and as no Attic name has less than three letters
and a twelve-letter name would be a probable maximum, our length of line would
fall between the limits of 82 and 91 letters. Any attempt at a closer definition must
be largely a matter of conjecture, but we may recall that a line of 84 letters is not
infrequent in this class of document, and if accepted in the present case it would
leave us with five letters for the secretary's name.5 And further, it is noteworthy
that extremely few Athenian citizens are recorded as belonging to the deme of
Prasiai in the fifth century. Among them a possible name of five letters for our secretary is AVKW,V who was chairman of the board of Treasurers of Athena in 419/8 B.C.,
and might possibly have been Secretary of the Boule fifteen years later.6
Before we decide in favor of an 84-letter line there is a difficulty which cannot
be ignored. By the year 404/3 B.C., the presumed date for this inscription, the new
joint board of the Treasurers of Athena and the Other Gods had undoubtedly been
created; 7 and we must consider whether this can be reconciled with the restoration
proposed for line 2. If we assume that the new board was responsible for our inscription, we must insert KatTc^v aAcov 0E&ovafter 'AOvjvatag and lengthen line 1 by adding
15 letters, so as to read - - - - Trpcrog Eypauua6rEvE, TaptLat rCTlv?EpCV Xp a7wL
cv,
etc.,

giving a line of 99 letters. It is difficult to believe in a line-length so much in excess
of the average, and it seems wiser to reject the longer alternative. In defence of the
shorter version we may recall that at this date the board had two separate functions,
namely, to pay over to the Hellenotamiai sums of money as required from the accumulated funds in the treasury of Athena, and also to check and hand over to their
successors the sacred objects other than in cash, which, since the change of regime,
included the property of "the Other Gods " as well as of Athena. In other words, the
5 Cf. Hesperia, XXV, 1956, pp. 119-120, with note 68. My suggestion of 92 letters per line
for I.G., II2, 1686, face A, is perhaps slightly excessive, but not, I think, by as much as eight letters.
6 I. G., J2, 266 and 283; P.A., 9274.
7 Harv. Stud. Class. Phil., Suppl. Vol. I, 1940, p. 170.
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rcv iEp6wvXp-qpdrovw
Tamiai as paymasters from her treasury were still strictly -apiatTw
rTq, 'AO-qvatag,but as curators of the (now combined) sacred objects they would
presumablyhave used their fuller and more exact title.
Assuming the correctness of the 84-letter line, we see that the remainder of line 2
most
of line 3 were occupied with the names of the Tamiai, apparently in the
and
'Ay[pvXWOEv]
there are 33 spaces in line 2
order of their phylai. Following XaptaL&qg
01[valos] of the phyle Hippothontis
and the same number in line 3 before Me1JEKpa61r-g
(VIII). The two letters before his name (S2N) are presumably from the ending of
the demotic 4VrrErau)Jv (Kekropis, VII), as the alternative [(K Kq8]czv(Erechtheis, I)
is excluded by its position, and this phyle is already represented by Chariades above.
This reduces the gap to 57 spaces, in which it would be impossible to insert the names
and demotics of the phylai II-VI plus the name of which the demotic is [4v7rEraw]v.
The most likely suggestion is that three representatives were recorded here, to whose
identity we have no clue.
The formula partly preserved in line 4 clearly points to the repetition of the
name of the secretary of the Boule, and before this, to fill the gap after O0[vatoo],
we have room for one more treasurer and the name and demotic of the secretary to
the Tamiai. As an approximate restoration to link up lines 3 and 4, we may read
MEVEKp6TVJ's

Oi [vai2os,

-_

-ca.

16

ca. 15 _--

-

ypa,

6rEvE,

&r i

/3oXs

]
In line 5 we meet an unusual formula, for from the 24th letter onwards we find
KaItI []av8tov8og TpVrcaVE- - -, indicating that the name of another phyle in prytany
(perhaps more than one ?) preceded Pandionis. The strict system of accounting by
specified days of a prytany, found lower down in our text, rules out any suggestion
that this might be an instance of recording payments, or even totals, under two (or
more) prytanies at a time. As an alternative I would suggest that we have here a
statement that under these two (or more) prytanies no payments were made by the
treasurers. No exact parallel is to be found in the accounts of the Tamiai, but we may
compareI.G., 12, 370, where the overseers in charge of making and erecting the statues
of Athena and Hephaistos record on three occasions R-apXovToo ovoEv 7rapEXacqov.8
Assuming that this entry followed directly after Eypa-ua'EvE in line 4, leaving
us with 53 available spaces (30 in line 4 and 23 in line 5), we could exactly fill the
space by inserting 'EEXX-vorca/tuaE7T lrij `AKa'ravn8o9 Kat AEwm'80o Kat A1yq8og
before Ka'L I [cav] 8&ovi8og,indicating that no payments were made during the first four
prytanies of the conciliar year. The order suggested is of course conjectural, but,
in any case, we should require, on this view, the names of three phylai in the genitive,
which we may regard as
t T',
with Kat inserted twice, following 'EXX-WvoIauatg
7rL
reasonably certain; and the choice of three names of phylai to total 28 letters is
.llp] ao-tEvs7rpciOD

8 Line

E7y [pcqqcEvE

-

_

ca.

30

13 and two entries in line 18 (largely restored but quite certain).
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restricted by the fact that we already have Pandionis in line 5, Oineis in line 13, and
Aiantis in line 2, of fragment B, a. Moreover, Hippothontis with twelve letters in the
genitive would have to be accompaniedby two eight-letter names, for which Aigeis
alone is available, as Oineis occurs below. The only alternative arrangement would
be to restore two ten-letter names out of the three possible, namely, 'EpEX0H7i8og,
KEKpori8og,and 'AvntoXi8o,,together with A' y8og.
Assuming, accordingly, that this entry concluded with Kfat 1I[av]8tovt-8oq i-pvTaVE [voa-c?V oV8Ev TapE'3ooav], we should expect to find it followed by the record of
some payment in the fifth prytany, for which I would suggest ['EEX7V Ta/uatg br't Trij
7rEw,r)NpvTavcE]V'o--, requiring a ten-letter genitive from among the
I....180osg
alternatives cited above. After vrapE8oo-av we have in XatpE- - - the name of the first
hellenotamias, whom we cannot hope to identify, and after a gap of 43 + 22 spaces
- - - xc
[IIE]pamt, presumably [--- - ,i1xcot, possibly [NWKo{1ax]c who might indeed
be the Nikomachos of Peiraieus known only from his tombstone (P.A., 10959 = I.G..
II2, 7180). As his deme belongs to Hippothontis (VIII) this would leave us with 59
spaces in which to completethe name of the first hellenotamias, XatpE- - -, and insert
probably three other names and demotics. Whatever the phyle of XatpE - - -, it is
clear that in any case three of the first seven phylai were not represented in the list.
The next name, 'Av6q4wim,is followed by faint traces of a rho, justifying the restoration 'P[acvocrwoot], and identifying him as the representative of Aiantis (IX). There
is nothing left to show whether Antiochis (X) was also represented and whether the
secretary's name followed; so we can do nothing to fill the gap before the payment
before the thirteenth day of the prytany (at the earliest) which is to be found in line 8.
The fact that the words n9 ITrpvr[cweta] follow &KaT6- in line 8, whereas
they are omitted after E1KO01T"7t in line 9, suggests that the former payment may have
been the first, or at latest perhaps the second, in the prytany. A similar omission of
the words
VT
was discussed in my notes on I.G., 112,1686b, where we find
TpvavEtas
them inserted after the first three or four entries, in lines 54 ff., but omitted after
[--- - 8]EKcrd), in line 56, and subsequently.9 On the other (obverse) face of the
stele, in lines 18 ff., these words were inserted in every recognizable entry of payments.
TTTF HI--H-is obviously a
Here in line 10 the entry [-v-a-]
rpapo0EcvToro

.

summingup of paymentsin the prytany,and may be restoredas

[KEXaPatov apyvpto

o- go] irapaJoO6ros, etc., which fixes KekatXatovas approximately terminating line 9. This means that if we restore TErTpT[rt Kact ElKOOT-r] as the 36th
to 54th letters of this line we should have 21 spaces to fill before KE4a'Xatov,in which
to insert the payment on the 24th day and one other dated payment, presumably on
.
or after the 30th day, e.g., [.
K.E6aXaLov], or (perhaps less
rptaKoo-T
eit in- --

likely)

[.a.

Kiait
KT

-ptaKoc-TEL

.. KEoabcatOv].The total for

this prytanyamountedto

nearly four talents, for the fourth figure seems to be Ix', followed by HH, after which
s Hesperia,XXV, 1956, p. 116, where the line-numbersrefer to this fragmentonly.
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followed a number of figures which we cannot estimate exactly; but it would not be
surprising if the total ended in an odd number of drachmai, and perhaps even obols,
on the analogy of B, a, lines 4 and 6.
In any case we should expect to find next after this total the beginning of the
payments of a new prytany; and after an unfamiliar formula in line 11 we have the
remains of the names of at least two recipients in line 12, who are again presumably
hellenotamiaias in lines 6-7 above. The puzzling remains of line 11, which at any rate
cannot be restored as Kat o-vvc pxoo-w, indicate almost certainly [Lo' (?)
Tv37
--] 8[o] apXoo-wvfollowed by the purpose of the payment (or payments). A clue
to the restoration of the name of the phyle is afforded by the mention of Oineis in
line 13, [E]-hT' s [O]vet88[o] g, which by its position seems most likely to belong to
the summation of the payments under that prytany. This would enable us to restore
lines 10-11: [E' r OTv'E8o0 EKT1"7) TpVTavvcr-7)seEXX-Ajvora/tats
totg ETt Tri OVEL]38[o]
i
followed
by
.
for
es
T[
which
I
suggest
es
as in I.G.,
]v,
a&pXooov,
T[l]y [8tL&4tEMav],
I2, 304, passim. If this is correctly restored we have proof that the distribution of the
continued to midwinter of 404/3, months after the fall of Athens, and that
8t&o3EXLta
it continued to be distributed by the hellenotamiai during that period. I assume that
the verb rapEAo-av 'is to be inserted here, and that the amount distributed followed
the names of the hellenotamiai in line 12. Of these names nothing survives except
the demotic ['Av]aKactEof the representative of Hippothontis (VIII) and the name
'Ovna-t^vT, who must have belonged to Aiantis (IX) or Antiochis (X). This means
that if we insert 1rapE8oo-av,as suggested, in line 11, we have 26 letter-spaces available at the end of that line and 22 in line 12, in which there would not be room for
more than two names and demotics, plus the missing name for the man from Anakaia,
giving us only two nanmesfrom among the first seven phylai, one from VIII, and
one or two from one or both of IX and X, i.e., four or five in all. Whether these
names were followed by Kact o-vva'pXoo-tv is quite uncertain, but if we are correct in
recognizing the remains of a summation-formula in line 13 we should expect to find
room for at any rate one other payment in this prytany besides that for the diobelia, to
justify the mention of a total. This leads me to suggest that there were only four
hellenotamiaimentionedand that perhaps Kat o-vva'pXoo-tv was not added.
The phrase in line 11, [E'T' m3g
O'vEi]8[o]? a'pxoo-tv for which I know of no close
parallel, suggests that on this occasion a rota was picked from the board of hellenotamiai to serve during this particular prytany, and the demotic ['Av]aKatEt indicates
a second representative of Hippothontis in addition to [Nikoma]chos of Peiraieus
in line 7. There is no reason to suspect that they were not members of the same board,
and thus we seem to have welcome confirmationof Meritt's contention that each phyle
was (or might be) representedby two hellenotamiai in the years following 411 B.C.10
10 Athenian Financial Documents, pp. 103, 126. The survival of the Hellenotamiai for, apparently, at least a year after the surrender of Athens in April, 404 B.C., iS of no small interest, since
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Of line 14 the fracture of the stone has removed all traces of the letters, except
perhaps a triangular top in the 27th space, followed possibly by faint remains of
gamma or epsilon.
With fragment B, a, from the lower left-hand corner of the stele we have the
advantage of the left-hand margin and of a better preserved surface, but even with
this help we cannot approximate to completing a single line. Yet it is clear that the
entry of a payment on the 30 + th day in line 1 must have been followed by another,
or at most two, before the beginning of the summation-formula which continues into
line 2, [KEfa'Xatov apyvpto E7rt Triq] Alavr8og iTapa8o0E'v[,-oq], giving us 43 spaces

between TptaKou---TE[t] and [KEcakXatov].In this gap it would be possible to restore
[.
.
..
any alternative days leaving even
rptTE
EKTEL Kat TptaKOc-rEt . . ]
Kac TptaKo-TEL
less space for the required numerals; but this implies the improbableresult that three
successive payments averaged only two figures each. At the risk of an equally bold
.....
conjecture, the available space could be filled by reading es rnv 8tEXtcav
, which would leave nine spaces in all for the numerals.
ITE11ITTEt Kat TptaKOO-TEt ....
In line 2, after the missing total for the prytany of Aiantis, we should expect to
- i8os 8EKacLrT1
-T
-find the preamble to the payments of the last prytany, ET
giving
47
letters
without
the
name of the
'EXX-rvoraTctqaJ
lapEAoo-av,
q
iTpvTaVEV0Or)1q
phyle. And as iTapa8oOE'vl0o ended with the 22nd letter of the line and the line ended
with the first tau of [r]pWqrntwe have accounted for 70 letters, leaving only 14 for the
total of the payment and the name of the phyle. As our choice seems limited to 10
or 12 spaces for the latter ('EpEXOt,'8oq or 'AvrtoXi8oqor 'IiTvo0c6vrti8oq), this would
leave only two or four spaces for the sum of payments under Aiantis. This seems so
improbable,in view of the long groups of figures found elsewhere in the text, that it

is tempting to omit 'EXX-qvorac,tat3and read ra8E instead, which would give eleven or

thirteen spaces for the total of the payments.
In lines 3-4 we have no clue to the days between the third and eleventh on which
the missing payments were made, nor can we say if they were all in the simple form
of the day of the month followed by a sum; and it is highly improbable that one
payment was made on each of the seven available days, since the ordinal numerals
from TEraprql to

8EKa/TEt

require 47 of the (approximately)

60 spaces, leaving quite

insufficient room for six payments of the length indicated by other payments in this
prytany. In fact, it would be more reasonable to assume that three, or at most four,
were recordedin this gap, and that if r'31 aTpvra'Etag was inserted after the second date
as well as the first the total is more likely to have been three only.
In line 4, after the probably incomplete entry for the eleventh day, we have no
it has been generally assumed that their existence was brought to an end by that disaster. There is
no epigraphical record of their activities after the decree incorporating the Samians into the body
politic (I.G., II2, 1, line 39= Tod, G.H.I., I2, 96), where they are to pay for the engraving and
erection of the stele, whereas the same duties in regard to the subsequent decree of 403/2 are
entrusted to the Tamiai (I.G., II2, 1, line 67
Tod, G.H.I., II, 67, line 27).
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less than 64 spaces in which to insert the remainder of that sum and the words
&A)aEKaTE& and Tpt;TE&KaL 8EK6I EL, followed by their respective payments. The dates
require 25 letters, leaving 39 in which to insert the end of the sum for the eleventh
day, and two more, of which the second terminated in the two drachma-signs at the
beginning of line 5. Including these surviving figures, namely, the four in line 4 and
the two in line 5, the full space occupied by the three sums is that of 45 letters, and an
average of 15 is by no means improbable.
In line 5 we again have 64 spaces in which to insert the payment for the 14th day
and those for perhaps three other days from the 15th to the 20th, inclusive, assuming
that the sum preserved in line 6 represents the full payment (after restoring the first
two figures) for the last date in the preceding line. After this sum, the restoration
pu&o[Kat EtKo-rETd] brings us to the 29th letter of the line, of which the last four must
have been -Ot Ka, so as to link up with the C ELKO7E4[t] at the start of line 7; but it is
hardly worth while to make any suggestion for the possible days and payments in the
intervening gap of 51 spaces, beyond remarking that the last date in the line was at
the latest the 29th day. When we finally reach line 8, where only Et TT survive, it

seemspreferableto restore [rptaKoo0]

Et, ratherthan to assumethat the paymentsfor

the twenties of the prytany continued throughout the whole of lines 6 and 7. Whether
this entry was followed by another payment or by the total for the prytany and then
for the whole year it is impossible to decide; but in any case there cannot have been
more than one line on this face below line 8, as part of the lower margin of the stele
is preserved.
It remains to consider the size of the gap between fragments A and B on this
face. As line 13 of A brings us to the end of the payments for the sixth prytany,
if my calculations for the first five are correct, and line 2 of B gives us the end of
those for the ninth, all that we lack is the full record for the seventh and eighth
together with the entries for all of the ninth before the 31st( ?) day. If there were
no exceptional formulae inserted, it seems unlikely that the payments for these three
periods, on the analogy of those for the tenth prytany, would have requiredappreciably
more than twenty lines in all, so that line 1 of B might have been approximately the
34th line of the stele, giving us a total of 41 or 42 lines on this face.
We can now set out the text of A, a, and B, a, incorporating restorations and
suggestions proposed above:
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On Face b the upper fragment has suffered badly from the effects of weathering
and surface injury, and offers no hope of extracting any continuous sense. On the
evidence of the restorations proposed for Face a it appears that the fracture-line of
Face b comes close to the central vertical line, and thus that the first letters preserved
in lines 1-5 are approximately the 43rd letters in those lines. We should also note
that there is an uninscribed space of about 0.055 m. in height above line 1, which is
practically on a level with line 4 of Face a, and one of about 0.04 m. below the last
line of fragment B, indicating that the contents of this face were shorter than those
of Face a by five, or perhaps six, lines.
In line 1 the only certain letters are ST ... 6... E, with N (or just possibly H)
as the fourth letter, and faint traces of the lower half of kappa as the sixth. The
seventh letter may have been omikron. The third letter is a mere circular depression
on the stone but could be omikron. The traces suggest remains of the name
In line 2 we must restore&p4[ij']8[a] or the plurala&p4[4]['Apt]orr[6]F[r]Ko9[f].
8&a[], which word clearly recurs in line 3. In line 4 [EK Tr llapOEv('3]voseems reasonably likely, in default of a suitable epithet ending in -vos. But I cannot identify any
possible object weighing upwards of 1600 drachmai from that source. Line 5, to be
restored presumably as [Ka] ra' r1w-q'ta 3oX)rg [o o68dva ET7rE],must refer to the
melting down, or handing over, of some object(s) in the custody of the Tamiai, to
which we have no clue. Line 6 should apparentlybe read as [xpv]-to o-ra0uo'v.Line 7
has only faint traces of three letters, of which the second is clearly iota.
On the lower fragment of Face b we have merely the remains of various sums of
money, mostly, if not all, in foreign currency, with the insertion of a date in line 2.
In line 1 we have the end of a sum, apparently three obols, before which, separated
by two spaces, is a vertical stroke. If this was I, perhaps we have a sum ending in
3 drachmai, 3 obols, followed by -1 (rather than cr-) ; if the penultimateletter is really
xi, rather than epsilon, this might indicate a total, i.e., o2ip[,uavKEca/Xa7oj]. In line 2
the restoration [a'p]xovrogis to be preferred to [E']xovroa,which seems inappropriate
in this context, and if, as seems likely, this introduces a summation, we might go
further and restore, e.g., [KE&axXauov
rT&J,J
1Tapaoo0EvrTvh i llOo8c6po a'p]xovros&py[vpto - followedin line 3 by c-rarjpegA['y]4[vai'ot - - -], ratherthan a[py]v[po
-- -], or, even less likely, 'A[,rr]f[KO XpvCrto- -], seeing that we have silver Corinthian staters at the end of line 4, where the lower stroke of the final sigma seems
certain. The order of the words [crrar'pE]g Kopiv&ot1 a&p[yvpoi]seems cumbrous,
but not improbable.
After another long gap in line 5 which we cannot hope to fill, we have an indeterminate number of Phokaian gold pieces, but whether staters or hektai, or both, is
unknown, and the final entry on the stele is the end of a sum of money, presumably
in Attic silver, namely 12 drachmai and one quarter-obol. By its position this surely
belongs to a total rather than to a single item, and might include the silver equivalent
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of the Phokaian gold in the line above, which might indeed have been preceded or
followed by some other entry of gold coin. Before we part from these tantalizingly
incomplete payments the possibility must not be overlooked that they may represent
transfers from the Treasurers of the Other Gods, rather than from the Treasurers
of Athena, since we find precisely Aiginetan and Corinthian staters and Phokaian
hektai in the single surviving inventory drawn up by the former board."
11I.G.,

I2,

310, lines 114-115, Corinthian staters; lines 110-111, Aiginetan staters; lines 105-

106, Phokaianhektai.

2 a (Plate 55). Part of a stele of Pentelic marble, complete above and on the right,
with smooth-dressed surfaces, found by a former workman in the wall of a modern
house at the corner of 68
o 'AAnOva'
and 060s Bv'0'o-o-(ca. 200 m. north of Monasteraki)
on January 6, 1936.
Height, 0.245 m.; width, 0.188 m.; thickness, 0.085 m.
Height of letters, 0.006 m.
Inv. No. I 3298.
The inscription is cut in an almost square stoichedon pattern, in which 5 lines
measure 0.05 m. and 5 rows measure 0.048 m. The vertical fracture on the left side is
rough-picked, with bevelled edges (not original); the back is fairly smooth, but not
polished or inscribed. There is part of a bronze peg in the upper surface, near the
corner, which originally held another block in place above. And above line 1 there
is a blank space 0.038 m. in height.
a. 413/2-412/1 a.
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There is no difficultyin recognizing that this stele contains a list of the sacrificial
and other apparatus in the sanctuary of Poseidon Hippios at Kolonos, for the last
nine letters of line 17 can only be read as [h] cepa'O-KEV
[e], and enable us to restore in
line 3 [htEpa&
0-KEy]E 'ro6
llocrEtUSvo, followed by r0 he-, obviously to be completed as
ro h [7Tt'o]. The fact that this inscription was discovered outside the limits of the
Agora, actually about midway between Hadrian's Library and the site of the Acharnian Gate, need not surprise us, since another fragment of the same document was
found earlier at the sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite on the north slope of the
Acropolis,12even further away from the site of Poseidon's sanctuary on the hill of
Kolonos. As our new fragment enables us to make considerable improvements in the
text of the other piece, I republish the latter here immediately below.
2 b (Plate 55). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and at the back,
found on the north slope of the Acropolis on March 2, 1932.
Height, 0.155 m.; width, 0.115 m.; thickness, 0.06 m.
Height of letters, 0.008 m.
Inv. No. E. M. 12715.
This fragment was published by 0. Broneer, Hesperia, II, 1933, pp. 391-393,
No. 11, with a photograph on p. 392. Cf. also S.E.G., X, 220.
a. 407/6-406/5 a.
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I owe to Meritt the information that these two stones seem to belong to the same document,
as the stoichedon measurements agree, and that though the letters on this piece look larger this may
be because the surface is less worn than that of the new one. The photograph of 2 b I owe to the
kindness of Dr. L. H. Jeffery.
12
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Unfortunately there is no definite clue to the position of this piece in the stele,
but it seems quite possible that the vertical fracture on the left is a continuation of
that in our new piece which contains the last 18 letters in each line. If so, line 5 should
be restored as reading [?EIT
KaX]AXo pXovro[g 'AOEvaco],with ug
carried over to the next line; but this must be considered as doubtful. Moreover, the
relationship of the two fragments to one another is equally uncertain. The presence
of the remains of a bronze peg at the top of the new fragment shows that it was surmounted by another block, presumably inscribed, but it does not follow that the old
fragment must belong to this block, and it may equally well have belonged somewhere
in the lower half of the same block as our new fragment. In any case, there is no
indication of a possible join or of the exact amount missing, on this view, between the
two pieces.
There is, however, one factor which might be decisive, namely, that the letters
in the last two lines of Broneer's piece are appreciably more wide-spread than in the
- --first nine lines, and the presence of the words [vapA8]ouEvand [E&Tt
xapxoviros,
which seems reasonably certain, might point to this being the final entry of the whole
stele, recording therefore the conveyance of all the contents inventoried above to some
new board. On the assumption that this is, on the whole, the more likely view of the
relationship of these two fragments, the new, upper, one may be cited as a and the
other as b, to simplify further reference, now that we must consider the chronological
problems involved. Prior to the discovery of a it was naturally impossible to decide
which of the two archons named Kallias, who held office in 412/1 and 406/5 respectively, was mentioned in line 5 of b, but with the arrangement now proposed he
must be the later of the two and the Kallias in line 15 of a must be the earlier one.
This will imply that the entries contained in lines 1-14 of a presumably refer to the
year of Kleokritos (413/2), and that lines 1-4 of b are the remains of the record of
the year of Antigenes, predecessor of Kallias II. Consequently, the expected records
of the intervening years 411/0 to 408/7 have perished with the loss of the central
portion of the stele.
Before we turn to the details of the inventory we may note that there is no
trace of the use of the Ionic script, and that the eta-sign is inserted before aspirated
vowels in lines 3, 9, 10 (uncertain), and 17 of a, but omitted from v2piat in line 7.
The number of letters in each line is indicated by the obvious restoration in line 1 of
a, namely,

[E7r-

a-pXovTog

'A0E]'Vaios

VEOKOpO& 'AKE,giving

31 letters without the

as the name of the predecessorof Kallias I,
archon's name, and by inserting KXEOKpTro,
we obtain 40 letters.
In lines 1-2, of the names of the Neokoroi who drew up this inventory only
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KLKVVVE1v is certain. The name is rare, and it seems possible that he should
XatpeXEosg

be identifiedwith the man of this name mentionedby Xenophon as one of the Thirty.'3
The first name 'AKE- - raises a difficulty,'4 for these letters are separated by 21 spaces

from the first letter of Chaireleos' name, and it is not easy to suggest a name and
demotic which together total 24 letters. Alternately, the insertion of two names and
demotics in 24 spaces would imply exceptionally short names in both cases, a dilemma
which must be further examined in the light of the names of the Neokoroi found
below in lines 16-17. In any case the number of the Neokoroi seems to have been
not less than three nor more than four, which certainly calls for comment. With the
exception of Didyma no other Greek sanctuary seems to have had more than a
single official bearing this title; and no evidence exists, to my knowledge, of a body
of Neokoroi with responsibilitiesfor more than one sanctuary. Moreover, this appears
to be the first occurrence of the title in an Attic inscription earlier than the year
of Eukleides."5
There are faint traces, apparently of chi, at the end of line 2, presumably the
beginning of the name of a colleague of Chaireleos, whose name and demotic occupied
15 spaces in all before the words [hEpa crKEv]E rT lloo-Ea8o'vo which we may safely
restore in the light of line 17. In line 4, after the letters ir0io, completing Poseidon's
in which we require a verb whose subject
title, we have 19 spaces before 0EpuamvrEptov,
is the names of the Neokoroi. Here irapeXaa3ovand ffapEXAd3o,Evseem obvious alterna-

tives, leaving either eight or ten spaces to fill; and as it seems preferable to regard
Oep,ua'Eptov as an adjective I would suggest that the substantive required is XaXKLov,

preceded by irapeXfl3otkEv,
with a vacant space separating the two words." The
is more likely to be a metal vessel than a clay cooking pot, but
following item, EXVt[osK],
we cannot tell whether this object was a pot or a jug-like vessel.7
13 Hellenica, II, 3, 2 (P.A., 15137). His phyle was Akamantis; Kirchner suggested an identification with Xatpe,kXE XatpE'ov 'Ayvovatos (P.A., 15138).
14 Meritt
informs me that a latex squeeze definitely shows AKE
15 Aristotle, Politics, VIII, 1322b, does not mention Neokoroi. The only persons besides the
priesthood whom he mentions are lepo7roto4 vao4uXaKEc3,and ra1tat TOv tepwv xpIljarTv; but Plato
alludes to them (Laws, 759a, 953a), and Pollux, in his long list of ot Trv 9eotv 9epa7rev7at (I, 14),
mentions them next after lepEZs. For Neokoroi (number unknown) at Didyma, cf. Sterling Dow,
T.A.P.A., XCI, 1960, pp. 398-405, quoting the inscriptions of Didyma, II, Berlin, 1958, Nos.
392-401 (A. Rehm and R. Harder).
16 Cf. xaA,dtaOep/IavT'pt[aJ in I.G., 12, 1416, line 2, and xaAKtov 9Ep1LLa[rvrIptov] in I.G., JJ2, 1641,
C, line 37, at Delos. Pollux (X, 66) cites such vessels as used to warm water for diluting wine,
among the fTKEVf of the faXaveZov (X, 63). See also Amyx, Hesperia,
and also includes xaXKAtov
XXVII, 1958, pp. 218-219.
17Cf. I.G., JJ2, 1424a, line 263 (p. 803), in the Chalkotheke, and I.G., IJ2, 1541, line 16, at
are the vessels used for the insertion of ypatEleusis. In Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 53, 2 & 3, CxZvot
parerca in cases of arbitration. See also J. E. Sandys's commentary on this passage for confirmatory
as a clay cooking pot, cf. Aristoextracts from Demosthenes, Harpokration, and others. For ExZvos
phanes, Wasps, 1432 (but " jug " in Rogers's translation).
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The first entry in line 5 is no doubt to be restored as [KEKpV] 4axEto EliE; as the
only possible alternative [d'a]baXEio as an epithet of Poseidon must be ruled out,
involving in any case an impossible word order, though it now appears that the cult
of Poseidon with this title can be claimed for Athens as well as for Sparta.18 It
seems preferable to regard the word as the nominative of the dual, rather than as
genitive singular (implying two objects belonging to a single KeKpv0aXETov),and still
more definitely to identify them as the head-bands of a bridle rather than as feminine

head-dresses,although KEKpV'0aXOq
is the more usual word in the former sense.'9
They are followed by an uncertain number of XEpo'vcTspa, for which we may compare
I.G., II2, 1416, line 7, and from the 17th letter of line 6 onwards we must restore
[hvwT&n-a] '-ov KpaLi'poa OL8Epo [v]j; whether the missing letters on the left included the
entry of a krater (or more than one?) is unknown.
Line 7 ends with ro8, no doubt wo8[av7rTE'p (or -EpEs)], but the 23rd letter
(before viplac) is doubtful. We might expect it to have been H, aspirating the
upsilon of vi8pta, but Meritt read it as a doubtful sigma, and I think it may equally
well be the triple punctuation-sign found throughout our text, and am sure that it
could not have been H. I have not shown it in the transcript above. The second half
of line 8 is left blank, and there is no indication whether any entry followed Tro8
[avmrE'p
(or -EpE19)],`
but in either case this arrangement must mark merely the end of a
group of objects and not the end of the year's list.
In the second group, beginning with line 9, we can do little to restore the letters
lost from the left-hand half of the text. Whilst the first entry is clearly to be restored
I I we cannot be certain whether the word is a noun or an adjecas [,8] ov&Spot i\/AAI
tive, as it is found in each capacity,21but it presumably means here instruments for
skinning the flesh of sacrificedvictims. If it is an adjective I cannot suggest a suitable
masculine equivalent to pacXatpa-for the gender is clearly indicated by the following
entry hTEpoL , but /8EXOitand 0,/EhT-KOIt are conceivable alternatives, though admittedly 3ovro'pot would be a more appropriate epithet for spits and has classical and
epigraphical parallels.22 The diminutive form would leave us with twelve available
spaces before it; there would be fifteen if we prefer to restore 6,8EXOt. If we regard
18 Pausanias,

III, 11, 9, for Sparta. For Athens see lines 39-40 of the Themistokles decree,
Hesperica,XXIX, 1960, p. 200, and the comments on Poseidon Asphaleios as protector of sailors
by D. M. Lewis, Class. Quart., XI, 1961, p. 65.
19

As in I.G., 112, 1388 B, line 74:

stantially repeated in I.G.,
Pollux, X, 55.
20

112,

tirutKO

KfKpl4akO',

9

'vta,

"VOTt,/O0

KapK&'vova4v'qKe, sub-

1400 lines 61-62, 1447 lines 28-29, and 1451 lines 27-28; cf. also

Cf. I.G., 112, 1424a, line 258 (p. 803).
As a noun, Babrius, Fabulae, 97, 7; as an epithet, Hesiod, Works and Days, 502, applied to
the piercing wintry days of A-rvatwv.
22
and Euripides.
See Liddell-Scott-Jones,
Xenophon,
Lexicon, s.v., for references to Herodotos,
by M. N. Tod, Numismatic
cf. Insc. Delos, 313 i, lines 15, 17, and comments
In an inscription,
Chronicle, XV, 1955, pp. 125-126.
21
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[p8]ov&6pot as a substantive, this would give twenty-one spaces, in which we could in
fact restore rTd&o-8Epa wtapEXa/3o,oEv,
but nevertheless I feel that the word is more

likely to be the epithet.
In line 10 the item missing before KVWaEWov
comprised not less than two objects, as

the single hasta surviving from the number is not placed centrally but to the right of
the space available; but whether two, four, seven, or some even higher number ending
with 11 stood here remains uncertain. The KVacELOV, a rare variant for KVa'OIOV, a
diminutive of Kvcaos used metri gratia by Nikander,2"is, in view of the context, no
doubt a bronze cup, perhaps used for dipping. It is not quite clear from the squeeze
or photograph whether this was followed by . (as copied by Meritt) or by *.H, the
aspirate as the first letter of ha6Xvo-L,but since other single objects are not followed
by the single numeral sign I prefer to read *haAvo-s, followed perhaps by ar [Eayvta],
though &a [o -- -] is equally possible.

For the first three letters of line 11, EX, with no punctuation following, I can
offer no satisfactory restoration. They can hardly be a numeral, seeing that " six "
is represented in the next line by Pl, and the absence of punctuation suggests that it
is the end of a noun, with TVpOKVEO'Ttgtreated as an adjective; but what single object,
ending presumably in -X(, and belonging to table furniture or sacrificial or culinary
utensils, was recorded here, I cannot guess. No such word is to be found in the
invaluable lists of table equipment and Ta Tov cuayEapovcrKEV71J
given by Pollux,4 and

in the few allusions to grating cheese in literature a knife seems to have been the
normal utensil. (Is it possible that ,utp,u-te might have been used to mean a cheese-

grater with small raised spikes, like those in modern use? The word is quoted by
Pollux as meaning a kind of spiked boxing-glove).25
After an unknown number of ,uaxa[rpaK]and some other object(s) occupying
the first 22 letters of line 12, XvXwa presumablyintroduces a group of wooden objects.
After the six tables we have faint, but fairly certain, traces of epsilon as the beginning
of the next item, to which we have no further clue; and in line 13[--

-]pov o[t>]X

vytqg] offers a choice of [hTE]pov, [,LUK]pO'6, or perhaps a noun. The last entry in
this line was no doubt another wooden table (or more than one?).
After a line left completelyor partly blank we come to the record of the following
year, that of Kallias of 412/1 B.C., but it is by no means clear how we should restore
the first half of the line, as the formula clearly differs from that of line 1, with 20
letters to be restored before [4r]' KaXXto4a'[pXo]vTos. Somewhere in the first two
lines we should require the words VEOKOpO& and rapEXa/3ov or some similar verb with
VEOKopoL as the subject. Our problem is further complicated by our uncertainty as to
the nature of the following list. Does it in fact repeat the contents of lines 3-12 or
23

Theriaca, 591.

24X,
25

80-114.

III, 150.
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only record the accessions of the year of Kallias? Any conjectures may profitably be
postponed until we study the names of the Neokoroi in the light of lines 7-8 of
fragment b.
In line 17, after the name of the last Neokoros, --- -]s 'AXapvE[v], there is no
doubt about [h] epa OKEV1[E], but it is not certain if the objects were describedas
belonging to Poseidon, as in line 3 above, since any such restoration must take into
account the surviving letters of line 18. As a personal name ending in -VL[K]O9 cannot
possibly have stood here, a reasonable suggestion is [XE'p]v[/3]og, perhaps followed

by [X]a

[XKoV],

and precededby the name of a vessel to hold the lustral water, an

elaborate periphrasis for XEpv7-L3ELov.
On this view there would not be room for o1o-Et0vos9 To' huirlio in the earlier part of the line, but if we insert in the 19 spaces available
before [xE'p]vt["1]os the final epsilon of OWKEVE], followed by To lo0-E88vog, omitting
the title, we shall have six spaces free for the name of the requisite vessel, which I
cannot supply with certainty. In the rest of this line nothing survives except possible
traces of the top of mu as the 37th letter; and in line 18, beginning with the 23rd
letter, are apparently traces of rT .po, of which I can make nothing.
In the light of our study of a, we now turn to b with a fuller understanding. It
may be assumed, in the first place, that the length of the first nine lines, except 4 and
perhaps 9, was 40 letters, as on a, but the wider spacing of the last two, where seven
letters occupy the space of eight in the lines above, indicates a shorter line, perhaps
of 35 letters only. As to its position in relation to the edges of the stele, the only
possible clue, as was suggested above, is the vertical split on the left, which might be
a continuation of that on the left edge of a, with the result that there were 22 letters
missing on the left before lines 3-9; thus, in lines 5/6 we should restore [ JO (?)
-

--E't

KaX] Xtoa'povpoXVT 'AOEvao tgs]. It is at any rate certain that this line could

not have begun with [E`I KaX]Xto,as in line 1 of a, as this would make line 10 begin
with [irapEi8]ouEv,without a subject for the verb and without an object (e.g., Ta68E);

and in view of the uncertainty of the restoration it would be unwise to suggest that it
might be equated with line 15 of a, where there are 20 letters missing before [3ar]
KaXXto.
Lines 1 and 2 are most obscure: in the former, if the reading is certain, we have
either an aorist third person plural (e.g., [rapE8or]qw) or an accusative singular
(e.g., [Tpa'7reE4]w),followed by 1TEo-which I cannot explain; and in line 2, if -vs is
the ending of a demotic in -Ev'g,MEXav-is presumably from a personal name, as
,uEXav[o86xov], an ink-pot, seems improbablein an inventory of this type.
In line 3, after r-- - x] aX,Kovwe have KpEE, apparently indicating an intrusive
Ionic form of KpEaypa, as no similar compound beginning with KpE-q- seems to be
known. In line 4 [ov'x vtyt]E'g(masculine or neuter) is highly probable.

I have no satisfactory restoration to offer in line 5 for the 16 letters (assuming
the calculation to be valid) which preceded [EvTKaX]Xto,but it must be noted that the
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list of items following the demotic ['AXa]pvEvl in line 9 occupy less than two lines in
all, which definitely suggests that they are the accessions of this year. One might be
tempted to fill the gap with 6T&EtELa 7rTEYEVET,
the formula used for the year's accessions in the Traditiones of the treasurers of Athena,26but it seems almost impossible
to link such a form of wording with the words [7r]apa'DaivXXo
in the next line and
with the names of the Neokoroi in the nominative in the two lines following. Another
possibility, also filling 16 spaces, would be Tra8Era htEpa'oKEVE, and if we continued with

[Ei KaX]Xio a3pxovro
[s 3A6Evaiotl],there would be exactly room to insert

VEOKOpOt

rTapEXa/,o,uEvbefore [7r]apaNFaivXXo.This is more tempting than the first suggestion,

but rests on two rather frail assumptions, namely, that 3AOevaiotg
was in fact inserted
after a'pXovro
[,] (as in lines 1 and 15 of a) and that the word VEOKOtpO could be
separated from the names of Chaireleos and his colleagues by the words [T] apat
DacvXXo,
presumably followed by his demotic. And in view of the further difficulty
that neither of these suggestions would leave room for the insertion of lIoa-El80voS,
it seems more prudentto leave the first half of these two lines unrestored.
In line 6 we meet a formula not found in the corresponding passages of a:
[r] apa DavAAo.It seems reasonableto suggest the demotic 'AXEp8ooio,
and to identify
Phayllos with the man who was active with Rhinon of Paiania in restoring the
Democracy in 403 B.c.27 But in what capacity he is mentioned here is far from
certain. If he was the senior member of the Neokoroi of the previous year, he should
presumably have handed over all the htEpaO-KEVErecorded in a, and would not have
been concerned with the accessions of the following year. May we then conclude
that he appears here as handing over, as implied by the preposition [7r]apa, some
objects from another source, perhaps another sanctuary?
In line 7 we meet again [Xat]pE'XEog Kuc[vvVEtS], whose demotic was not recognized by Broneer, as he thought that the damaged kappa might be beta, and suggested KtL8[omOf]. Before his name we have 19 spaces to fill, assuming that the previous
line ended with 'AXEpSoo4io,but here again there is no certain solution. In the next
line, after an interval of 22 spaces, the demotic ['AXa]pVEvt points to the same

colleague as we have in line 17 of a, of whose name only the final sigma has survived;
and including this letter there are here also 22 spaces to fill after the demotic of
Chaireleos, a clear indication that the colleague whose name is completely lost was
the same man in both cases. After ['AXa]pvEvt the letters XE,8-can only belong to
(singular or plural?), and in line 9 we have a wide choice among diminutives
XA,8[EEs]
ending in -tcrKOs. Broneer's suggestion [hopu]'TOKOVseems inappropriate here, as
meaning a feminine ornament, and among more likely restorations [rpv7o8] OKOv and
[o'8EX]toKOvare equally tempting. If this item is in the accusative case, in contrast to
26I.G., 12, 233 ff. (passim), but in I.G., 12, 232,
pp. 161 and 164 with note 4).
27
Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 38, 3 (cf. P.A., 14125).

CrVrEta

EyEVero

(cf. J.H.S., XLVIII, 1928,
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the nominativein lines 7, etc., of a, a single TpiarOoKOS seems preferable to a single
but if we connect it with the following letters &Eo-we may reasonably
restore [o/,eX] UTKov8& [,e], meaning " a bundle of spits." 28
After an interval equal in height to one and a half lines we have finally [- -- -]
-] in rather larger letters, spaced so that seven occupy the space of eight
opev vav[-in the preceding lines, and in the last line we have rog directly below vav. Calculating
14()that these two lines contained 35 letters each we might restore [- "
,
~~~[_[? 8 (I7) ?&--9C=)--],butI
,i\E(_
,
1 oapeOj?v vav[ - ] and
'AXEXO
OpXov]Os
[have no satisfactory suggestions for the missing letters. If vav- was not a proper
name it may have been a common noun like vav [lreyoZS]. In normal circumstances
this would seem to imply an unlikely transaction, but it does not seem impossible that
in the final months of the Peloponnesian War there was an urgent demand for metal
objects, of bronze and iron, from the builders in the dockyards. Moreover, the restoration vav[ireyos eK TorvEopio], for which compare I.G., P2, 74, line 31 ([hot vavir] Eyol
oJ3eXurKoq;

__

hot EK TO VEOptO), would suitablyfill the gap if we assumea vacant space after EKat
the end of line 10.
In studying the names of the Neokoroi it becomes clear that they were four in
number and that Chaireleos was third of four in lines 1-3 of a, second of four in lines
16-17 of a, and second of four in lines 7-8 of b. The Neokoros from Acharnai was
apparently the same in line 17 of a and in line 8 of b. His predecessors in both instances had names of equal length and may well have been identical, but whether either
] of lines 1-2 of a it is impossible
or both of them should be identified with X[
to say. In the light of our study there seems also little doubt that from line 14 of a
onwards the inventory contains accessions dated by the years following Kleokritos
(413/2), without repeating the contents of lines 1-13.
3 (Plate 56). Small fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and behind,
with an uninscribed space below as though from near the foot of a stele, found on
April 14, 1938, in a context of the second to third century after Christ in a brick
drain south of the Eleusinion (U 22:1).
Height, 0.083 m.; width, 0.033 m.; thickness, 0.024 m.

Height of letters, 0.01 m. (average).
Inv. No. I 5390.
VTOIX.

[

v
- craGpuov]
ov [ro
1AAAr______
-_____

?

]

I know of no epigraphicalparallelfor Ufau in this sense; but for the alternative,8paX/p
(with or without0/eXiXv) as a handfulof spits, cf. M. N. Tod, NumismaticChronicle,XX, 1960,
p. 1, and the example of o'8eAXcrKwv
Sapx/,xa1(sic) in an inscriptionfrom Thespiai quoted by Tod
(ibid., note 5), who also notes the associationwith AX,I3TSe.
28
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The size and spacing of the letters confirm the impression afforded by the contents, as far as they may be inferred from lines 2-3, that this fragment belongs almost
certainly to one of the inventories drawn up by the Treasurers of Athena during the
last third of the fifth century. The fact that the lower half is uninscribed, the vacant
surface measuring 0.05 m. in height, indicates that it must belong to the end of a year's
inventory, and presumably to the last of the (four?) lists inscribed on this face of
the stele.
I cannot find that this piece could be joined, or even associated, with any of the
surviving lists of this class, but the fact that we have in the last line an object
weighing -AAA- drachmaileads to a probableidentification. After a process of elimiIo
AAAH-HFFFrov
nation the most likely choice seems to be TorE'ptov dpyvpov o-aO/iv
which is found in the Pronaos list for 418/7 B.C. as item No. 23, immediately before
the E-'TE'TEta added in that year. As, moreover, this is the first list of a quadrennium,
the list for 419/8 must have come at the foot of a stele which has not survived and
have ended with this silver gorE'ptov. When we note also that in the later list the

corresponding three lines have approximately (though not exactly) the same relationship, the coincidence is surely significant; there must have been a slight irregularity
in the line-lengths of our fragment, to account for the differences in the vertical
alignment between the two passages,29and there can have been no E7rELEtain 419/8.
I transcribe the two texts side by side to show the comparison:
I.G., I2, 244
C X a 6 , a v Oov VOV
0A
o-ra 0 oVIVr

av

o

v

o AAA +

Inv. No. I 5390
o

T

a O]y Nov[r o v

To

v

0 uO,v]irov[oAAAA

r o T 0ro]AAA[PF+

As a result of setting out in full the presumed contents of the list for 419/8,
and supplying the introductory formulae from the Hekatompedon-list for this year
(I.G., I2, 267), which need not be repeated here, I found that our new fragment,
if rightly identified,would come from lines 15-17 of this year's record for the Pronaos,
with the word rov'[ro] of the second line forming the 34th to 38th letters of line 16.
It remains to transcribe these three lines so as to incorporate these suggestions and,
I hope, to confirm my identification of this fragment:
15

[V'ov HHIFAAAAIdhfrta6Xat a&pyvpatP, oraO]*oiv [rov;rovHHHHAHF*F
apyvp%,,oraOp,No

I assume that the normal line-length of the stele to which this piece belongs was 62 letters,
but that line 15 (= line 1 of our fragment) had 63 letters and line 16 only 60. In my provisional
reconstruction of the whole list for this year I reckoned that lines 3, 8, and 10 had 61 letters each,
but there is a slight margin for error over the spacing of the obol-signs. It seems pertinent to note
that in I.G., 12, 244, the list of the following year, we find lines of 60, 61, and 62 letters.
29
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'TorEpLovapyvpov, o-rai/-aov] rov-[ro AAAAFFa-raoj8ok

Jpp
[avieg PA- 1omptov
-a0pv, aOv
apyvOpov)

Tovro]AAA [ rPFH+. [vacat]

4 (Plate 56)-. Fragment of Pentelic marble, with the back and part of the left edge
preserved, found on May 26, 1937, in a Byzantine context in a pithos on the north
slope of the Acropolis east of the Late Roman Fortification (U 25).
Height, 0.13 m.; width, 0.135 m.; thickness, 0.09 m. (original).
Height of letters in lines 1-2, 0.009 m.
Inv. No. I 4923.
The inscription is stoichedon, with a square chequer pattern in which the units
measure 0.013 m.
fin. saec. V a.
?
v ai1[
V fbEpO

[

v 44E$%

?

-

h4E[Kr - --]

vacat

This does not appear to be related to any financial document published in I.G., I2,
and its nature is quite uncertain. The shape of the fractured edges shows that the
original width may have been very much more than that of the surviving portion of
the inscribed face. Only one certain letter is preserved in line 1; in line 2 we have a
choice between some form of the verb 4EpEtv, simple or compound, and some case of
the uncommon Attic name Ev'o4pos (cf. P.A., 6043-6045). In the latter event, a
possible identification would be with Eupheros, father of that Prepis who was secretary of the Boule in 421/0 (I.G., P2, 81); and he may well have been the same man
who contributed towards the cost of the Parthenon in 438/7 (I.G., 2, 348, line 81).
But here again it is possible that the reference is to the son, [Ev1]cE'pobeing a patronymic. In line 3 the numeral-signs are compressed so that three occupy approximately
the space of two letters in the line above, and following the sum of 23 (or more?)

staters we may confidentlyrestore either, hE [KTE] or he'[KTat].

The mentionof this

currency, together with the crowding of the symbols in line 3, suggests a date towards
the end of the fifth century, which would suit better the suggestion that the son of
Eupheros is the man mentioned above, and not the father, if it is assumed that we
have a proper name in line 2.
5 (Plate 56). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and at the back,
found on March 31, 1938, in a Byzantine context southeast of the Market Square
over the Panathenaic Way (S 17).
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Height, 0.078 m.; width, 0.057 m.; thickness, 0.056 m.
Height of letters, 0.005 m.-0.006 m.
Inv. No. I 5363.
The inscription is stoichedon, with a chequer pattern in which four lines measure
0.045 mn.and four rows 0.039 m.
-o[] v [- - - [ . . vro{
?
I---[....]atP!fl[
[.*..*] &nxpv[C-_?

5 [I.
I

A]AAII[----

_

- - - -]rtiIl(1-

]

Little can be made of this fragment at first sight, although the contents as far
as they are intelligible suggest an attribution to one of the treasure-records of Athena
(and the Other Gods?). The lettering points to a date probablyin the first two decades
of the fourth century B.C., and in fact definitely resembles that of I.G., 12, 1400 (a
Hekatompedon-list of ca. 394/3), but it cannot belong to that stele as it lacks the
punctuation marks (:) which usually precede the weights recorded there. Moreover,
no object recordedin the Hekatompedon-lists is described as vt1r6vXog(or -ov), which
is the obvious restoration in line 1; but we do find this epithet used to describe a golden
basket and two silver thymiateria in the Opisthodomos, a clue to be borne in mind.
In line 2 there seem to be only two possible choices from among known entries
in the lists, where the number of objects ending in -at is eight or nine, namely,
XPVc5EC bta)XatOKTr,weighing 1405 drachmai, 3 obols, added to the contents of the
Opisthodomos soon after 398/7, and etoopaX Parll, which appear in the inventories of the Parthenon from 434/3 onwards, as the 20th item; they appear again
early in the fourth century (I.G., 12, 1380, line 8), and were still in existence at any
rate as late as 367/6 (I.G., 12, 1428, line 167), where they are recorded as (K TO
Hap6EvJvog. These may, I feel sure, be ruled out, as they are never associated elsewhere with objects of precious metal, and there is no need to assume a temporary
disturbance of the regular order of recording the unweighed objects in or from the
Parthenon, merely to fit a hypothetical restoration of the number PIIIII]. On the
other hand, if we accept the possible identity with the eight Xpv0Y8Eg 4ta'Xatin the
Opisthodomos,we find that they are immediately followed in that list (I.G., 12, 1396)
tva 7) NtKl weighing 1448 drachmai, and I suggest
by a Ov/utaTqptovapcyvpovvi5o4vXov,
that this is the object that accounts most naturally for the epithet [Ivro6e]vXo-in line 1,
for such minor transpositions in the order of these items need cause no surprise.
No object described as E'ITXpvuosg(cf. line 3) is known in I.G., 12, 1396, or in
any other Opisthodomos list, but a tempting clue to the restoration of this line and
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the next is to be found in the Parthenon-lists of the early fourth century. In these
we have two items which, after initial separation, come to be entered successively,
namely, ov/3'v? E'Xe4avt'v1 rj zrapa M-GvpaLwv E'tXpvo-osand aKLvaK-791 &ItXpvGo-o (or
occasionally Xpvaoo), between which we must choose later for restoring the object
indicated by E1tXpvX[coq]in line 3; and a no less welcome clue is to be found in the fact
that the former of these two votives is immediately preceded in two lists by a twisted
gold ring of Artemis Brauronia, 8aKnTXtog -rTpE1rTo0 XpVro 'AprtEtSoq Bpavpcwviag,
crTarOpyovF 1111.This supplies a convincing restoration for the puzzling X-- - xp1vo-oa
in line 4, and there is no need to pursue, or even suggest, such alternatives
ap [ as might tempt one to restore ap[t0Guois]or q'p[tcretov].
In line 5 the hasta following the third delta is placed centrally, indicating that
it could not belong to pi but must be a single unit-sign in either a number or a weight,
i.e., either 31 (or more) objects or 30 drachmai, 1 obol (or more). For the former
an attractive possibility would be KV/43Wa Wma xpvca AAAI II, crraOpov TovTrv
familiar from the Parthenon-lists I.G., JJ2, 1375 lines 13-15, 1377 lines
AAAAHFFFF,
lines 2-3.
1394
and
19-20,
In line 6 I have no suggestion to offer for the item of which the final symbols
of the weight are 7 drachmai, 112 obols. The symbol for five drachmai seems to be
partially preserved at the very edge of the stone before the first drachma-sign.
Summing up these rather speculative suggestions, one might suppose that the
items in lines 1-2 had been in the Opistodomos,and those in lines 3-5 in the Parthenon,
with no clue to the nature or location of the uncertain item in line 6. It looks, therefore,
as if this list should belong to a combined inventory of the objects in these two repositories, which on the evidence of the writing (for what it is worth) should presumably
be dated before 385/4 when their contents were combined in one list with those of the
Hekatompedon (I.G., 112, 1407 + 1414)"30 Admittedly we have no other direct
evidence for such a preliminary concentration, but it may seem a reasonable step
for the Treasurers to have taken if there were no substantial additions being made
to the contents of the Opisthodomos or the Parthenon in the few years before 385/4.
This might gain support from the fact that we have, apparently, only one fragment
of a Parthenon-list later than 395/4 and only two from the Opisthodomos later than
398/7, in contrast with the Hekatompedon, for which the surviving stelai or fragments offer a continuous series down to 390/89 inclusive.31
A restoration, incorporating these suggestions, is here offered on the basis of a
line-length of 69 letters:
30Harv. Stud. Class.Phil., Suppl. Vol. 1, 1940, pp. 377-394.
31 Cf. West-Woodward, J.H.S., LVIII, 1938, pp. 70-73. Of the Parthenon-lists I.G., II2, 1380
seems likely to be later than 395/4 B.c. (unless possibly it belongs to 396/5). Of the Opisthodomoslists, I.G., II2, 1396 and 1397 both have four entries following the last one recorded in I.G., II21
1378 + 1398 (398/7 B.C.), though not in the same order.
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paullo ante a. 385/4 a.
[.Ovatarmpcov apyvpo3v ir6 fl vXo[v 'va

7' NtKY,

ITOIX. 69
XH HHHAAAA PForraOiuov

XPVotEs +btaXcu]
[rT"

OE8,

wp6hrogpv/i6, btacX]atrPll, [o-raGov XHHHHP111

EAXEavrt'vL7

1

3,

t[o ETtXpvoog,

5

7v/3mq

rapa MqOvtva]

aKtVaKT9]

EITLXpV [ooa

33

or-rros

[.

8aK1v'Xtoq CorpEVTrrr xpi]Vo-6S9 'Ap[1rE4c8osg

[

KV1,ia XEmaXpvr&]AAAl

Bpavp(vias,

--a-raOlkov

[I1 oraGp8v roviMvAAAAFFHF

21

[

22

44

]I2

6 (Plate 56). Small fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and behind,
found on July 28, 1937, on the north slope of the Acropolis, in a loose fill behind the
east wall of the basin of Klepsydra (T 27).
Height, 0.093 m.; width, 0.06 m.; thickness, 0.037 m.
Height of letters, 0.005 m.-0.008 m.
Inv. No. I 4996.

The inscription is stoichedon, with a chequer pattern in which four lines measure
0.048 m. and four rows 0.035 m.
a. 384/3-376/5

ITOIX.

a.

E--* E]VtXPV[----1

[--

5

to]v

[--.x]pvro
[--..Iwv

ETLT[KTOV?

--]

[--?--Xp[vr--

--]

This fragment seems to belong to the inventories of the Treasurers of Athena,
but cannot be identifiedas duplicating any known list. Its date, in view of the writing,
seems to be rather later than that implied for No. 5 (e.g., a smaller chi and a tallish
narrow omega, very similar to those of the stele I.G., 12, 1421 + 1423 + 1424 of
374/3 B.C.). Clearly it could not belong to this latter stele, which records all weights
in the left margin of each column, whilst on this fragment they appear in the text
(cf. lines 3 and 7), proving that it could not come from a stele arranged in columns
and is therefore presumablyearlier than 374/3.
It is noteworthy that in line 3 the obol signs are followed by an uninscribed space,
with no punctuation, and so it is doubtful whether the uninscribed space before the
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delta in line 1 indicates the beginning of a weight or of a word which was preceded
by a weight. In lines 2 and 4 the words E7ptXpvo-o and EInKTOq are of such common
occurrence,especially in the earlier columnarlists, that it is not worth while to suggest
restorations. In line 3, however, the presence of an object with a weight ending in
five obols gives a more restricted choice. We may, for instance, rule out as inappropriate to the context the crown dedicated by Lysander, weighing 66 drachmai, 5
obols (I.G., IJ2, 1388, lines 31-33), and the two crowns dedicated in 370/69 (I.G.,
II2 1425, lines 124-125), weighing respectively 70 drachmai, 5 obols, and 66 drachmai,
of
5 obols. This still leaves us with a possible choice between the gold EiXLKTi1PES9
Artemis Brauronia, weighing 3 drachmai, 5 obols (I.G., IJ2, 1425, lines 39-40), and
the [bL]a6X'1xaX[Ko]Kpas' 3ap/3aptK4, dedicated by Kleon, weighing 167 drachmai,
5 obols (I.G., T12,1425, lines 91-92); but since neither of these is followed, either in
this or in any other list where they occur, by an object beginning with delta, we are
left without a clue. For this following word 8OKt1JEtOv (or 8oKtpELta) is perhaps more
likely than &aKTvXtos. It is worth noting, though it may be merely a coincidence, that
the E1XtK77)PESmentioned above follow, after one intervening item, the entry of 46
8OKL/1zELa'XELL Xpv-cat, weighing 89 drachmai, 3 obols (I.G., 112, 1425, lines 35-36),
but it would be unwise to base any restoration on this frail evidence.32
In line 6 [xXt81
cv xp [vocta E'Xcov]is a possible restoration, and this bracelet might
be identical with one or other of these objects transferred from the sanctuary of
Artemis at Brauron to the Opisthodomos, but recorded in the Hekatompedon-list of
398/7 (I.G., 112, 1388, lines 85 and 93). In this case it would be strange that it had
not been transferred to the custody of the Treasurers of the Other Gods when that
board was reconstituted in 385/4; and in view of this difficulty it seems preferable to
v XP[vo0", ov' llIXr6hs
seek an alternative restoration, namely, [PaKrviXLo aLEtEp]C
Atytvr-g avEO')KE, o-Tra,i,oVrovro: I(:, found in the same Hekatompedon-list in lines
39-40. However, as this ring does not reappear in the columnar lists from 374/3
onwards, we cannot tell at what date it disappeared.
In view of these many uncertainties, it is safest to conclude that if our fragment
does in fact belong to one of the inventories drawn up by the Treasurers of Athena
it is most likely to belong to some year between 384/3 and 376/5 not occupied by
I.G., 112, 1412, 1413, 1415.
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This group includes Nos. 7-10. It seems appropriate to publish here, together
with three fragments of inventories drawn up by the Epistatai of the Brauroneion, a
32
For the conclusions to be drawn from the (first?) appearance of a group of SOKtL^EZ in I.G.,
1415, lines 10-14 (375/4 B.c.?), see W. S. Ferguson, Treasurers of Athena, pp. 118-119, and
note 1, ad fin.
33 I wish to acknowledge here my indebtedness to Dr. Tullia R6nne of Stockholm for much
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stele on which their name appears in the first line (No. 7). Unfortunately, owing to
its worn surface, little can be decipheredafter the surviving letters in line 1.
7 (Plate 57). Large fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble, found on March 1,
1937, in a modern retaining wall west of the Stoa of Attalos (P 11-12).
Height, 0.396 m.; width, 0.162 m.; thickness, 0.91 m.
Height of letters, 0.007 m.
Inv. No. I 4575.
The top and back are preserved, with a raised band 0.057 m. high at the top of
the face; there is no clue to the original width of the stele. The letters in the later
lines seem to slope down slightly to the right.
ITOIX.
ante med. saec. IV a.
- - - --]
Bpa[vpwlvo'iEv?
[- er] o-TaraL

ca. 19 lines quite illegible or with traces only

25

0]a[.]o-Oat[[--..........
.[ .-. ..............[-~---

-]

The height of the letters (0.007 m.) indicates that this is not an inventory of
the normal Brauronian type, and, as the few letters faintly discernible in the later
lines are of the same size and spacing as those in lines 1-3, there can be no question
of the opening lines being a heading in larger script than the rest of the text. It
looks as if the names and demotics of the Epistatai of the Brauroneion occupied lines
2 and 3, at least, as well as, perhaps, part of line 1. As this stele is clearly not an
inventory, and, equally clearly, exhibits none of the regular formulae of a decree
in the opening lines, it may well be a list of regulations drawn up by the Epistatai
setting forth their duties and responsibilities. This is, at least, one possible interpretation.
8 (Plate 57). Part of a stele of Hymettian marble, found on July 8, 1935, among
collected marbles near the northeast corner of the Odeion (N 10).
Height, 0.37 m.; width, 0.185 m.; thickness, 0.10 m.
Height of letters, 0.004 m.
Inv. No. I 3235.
helpful informationon the subject of these Brauroneionlists, which she has studied much more
systematicallythan I have.
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The writing is stoichedon, with a square chequer pattern in which the units
measure ca. 0.007 m. The original right face and back are preserved, with a possible
anathyrosis below (B.D.M.), but the greater portion of the inscribed face has been
chiselled out to form a panel with a star in relief, perhaps as a coffer block, leaving
three to four columns of letters on the right and four lines below.
Fortunately, enough survives in the last four lines to enable us to identify the
contents as comprising miscellaneous dedications, including silver objects, from the
years before and during 352/1 B.C. To anticipate the relevant commentary, the clue
to the identification is found in the last preserved line:o-Ta0aO
[o] v : I(: EbKTf[- - -]
for this is clearly the same entry as [oT]aO ICK:E1
VKTr[- - -] in I.G., II2, 1517 A,
lines 74-75, which is followed by Ta&E; e o[dEXXov
a'pXo : avErTE'O'](i.e., 351/0). It
is regrettable that only about a quarter of this column is preserved, but even so it helps
us to some extent in restoring the new fragment, where at most only four letters have
survived at the ends of lines 1-33. Observing that in I.G., 12, 1517, we have in this
area TraO:and apxo: (or a'pXov:),but o-TaOaLvand aLpXovros
(as a presumedrestoration) in our new fragment, and that the former has 31 letters to the line as against 29,
we find that some cross-restoration is possible in lines 17-24, 28-29, and 33-37, where
the contents seem mostly to be identical, but at other points there seem to have been
several additional entries in the new fragment.
In lines 1-17 it is safer to suggest only a minimum of restorations, especially as
some of the surviving letters are either doubtful or only partially preserved. Probably
eleven lines have been obliterated by damage to the stone above line 1, and no doubt
there were many more lines on the missing portion above the fracture. After collating
a copy kindly supplied by Meritt with a squeeze and photograph, my reading of the
text is as follows:
ITOIX. 29

a.

a. 355/4-352/1

25
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~~~~~~~~ov:
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~~~~~~~-vira
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[?~~~~~~~~~K
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r

--20
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--------erF-------a
IV7I19
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[-1

aov[ .1

25

1

[-13

[. .

3 54/3

20
353/2
352/1

-arr&,s:: 1i: Er]Epos

AEoCtqOV
rTa& Ef

apXovros]

aVET

d3o-rara K] aCtira
E017 Erg zov HapOEvcO'6va
t 3E rL Eo] -v&
[pe'o&xav ot ETLLrtar
[ov apXovros ETr-rTaratg rot E] TN'Ap
[to-roAq7,uova'pXovroq Avo-ta&'Ax] apve
[ KaL crVVapXov
... .a.rl..10
a
21

25

[?
[

cr

(

--------------]~~tov

352/1

_ I_

13

[xovros aVErEO')
30

3'

racra]rog

?-------------

r'Aporro8
ELs 'r.v llapOev]

23

[

[

??

[---------

]ov

3p

hva A

'AX] apvE

.],rot
~~~~~~~]8[.

] ETla&

U]Tra0I.LO
raOpu
'H] 8vXtrq vaKTvXLOs

[-----------?KEpXVOV
[V:

35

...

.

IT: E-V'8] aXE'vrt 6'3oXov, oi"rog Xr
KaL EVCtot
[po T'?rL4ptaX]-t KEPXV?OV
[a apyvpa&&o] corta0 [o] v : 1(: EVKT[...]
[a1v

No restoration can be offered for items in the first nine lines, though vira in lines
5 and 8 might be completedas [ S r ] v HIa_[pOEvWva],which I restore more confidently
in line 29. The conjunction of [E1ro-r]aaTL and [a]pxo[vrofI

in lines 10-12 surely

points to a transaction during an archon's year.
In line 16 final vcaa- might be restored either as [Bpavpw] viag or as [- -] vt

and in line 17 [&1Epos-maywell refer to the same item as E'rE[poS] in
where, after a gap of 16 spaces, we have [aIp]xov:
aveEO[V7].
As we have avEr[EO)] in lines 18-19 of our new text after a gap of 25
these two
letters after [er] Epos, of which eight are required for the word a`pXovrog,
entries are surely to be equated, since the difference of only one letter-space is not a
a("4rar--];

I.G., JJ2, 1517 A, line 66

34 The letters [ - -arrtT in I.G., JJ2, 1517 A, line 66, may be from the end of a propername,
for which there are several possibilities, masculine and feminine, to be restored, perhaps, in a
relative clause, e.g., [- - - ovs dVCA%KE - -]aTTLrt :U:. But the name appears complete in Attica in
the fourth century as "ATTV3 (I.G., JJ2, 10904).
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vital objection, especially if weight-signs are concerned. In I.G., 12, 1517, in fact,
groups of these are frequently compressed into less than one space for each, whilst in
our text, to judge by the instance in line 37, where : K(: occupy four spaces, these
signs are spaced accurately in the stoichedon pattern. Assuming also that ebg rT'v
llap6iEv6'vafollowed aPvEE'O'Y)
in each case, and that a4'-raracame next, and that the name
of the archon preceding the verb was Diotimos, we may suggest a restoration for
I.G., II2, 1517 A, conformable to that of the new fragment, lines 17-29:
I.G., 12, 1517 A, lines 66-71
am,
Y,OV

:III:

E'TE[pos

: aVETEG[7-

DEi?bpoorvjx
31~~~~~~1) [??

70

. Trac8E
EGiAtoor4wov
a'p]

Ets Tov

ITOIX. 31

llapO,EvlC'va ac.TTaTa]
El)

Kij@T3CO

co acrrarogAL?I
E'v'&8tov E['t 'Apt-ro8irRo6ov
apXov: aVE]
?
TE0
oisTv[Hp9vva
........... 9Kp
TE'O'7Ebgr`v [IlapOEvc'c79aKEp]

It will be seen that in this text there is no mention of the handing over by the
Epistatai of the year of Thoudemos (353/2) to those of the next year, but that the
dedication by Euphrosyne is listed as the first item under the year of Diotimos
(354/3).
The restoration of lines 21-22 above is derived from the passage in I.G., 12,
appear as the Epistatai
1524, lines 51-54, where Avo-iag 'AXapvevt and his o-vva'pXovErE
in the year of Aristodemos, but in reference to some other dedications; and it seems
quite possible that the [s]ta`X-qat the end of line 23 might be the dedication by
Euphrosyne, after whose name in line 68 of I.G., II2, 1517, only the letter phi is
preserved. Moreover, my restoration of line 23 in the new text leaves ten spaces available after vaa'pXoo-tv,and if we allot the first space to the punctuation sign (:)
exactly fills the gap before [4]ta)iX-. This, however, does not clear up all
Ev&fpoo-vSv-q

the difficulties involved, since we should expect her gift to be in the accusative, but
there is no doubt that the epithet dLo-rarog,both in I.G., 12, 1517, line 69, and as
restored in the new text in line 24, is in the nominative; and whether we retain the
restoration [wpog m"t-otX
] wtprinted in the Corpus or restore [EV Kt/&3c] cotas I suggest
of either five or eight
above for I.G., 112,1517, we are left with a gap after 4 [tad?-vy]
letters, which I cannot explain. Moreover, the corresponding gaps -in the new text
would be seven or ten letters in length, and I see no way of accounting for the difference unless some word was abbreviated by two letters in I.G., II2, 1517, but written
out in full in the new text.
Moreover, the fact that [a'-ra]rog is followed by a sigma on our fragment and
a6o-ra,roa by a lambda in line 69 of I.G., 112, 1517, must be due to some additional
entries in the former, which apparently fill the next three lines; but we regain contact
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in lines 28-29, where we may confidently restore [E&t'Aptro8tr ] ov a'p[Xovroq avelreo
r0v llapOEv]cWvaA - -, and this links the E"r[] in line 70 of I.G., 12, 1517, with
in lines 70-71, and 'Apw-ro8-q,ovapyov : exactly fills the gap
[ave]1rf'q ELsr0v ---]
in line 70.
Lower down again we have indication of items inserted in our fragment which
are not found in I.G., I12, 1517, for in the latter only nine letter-spaces separate
[HapOeva'1va]from [KEp1XV14oVin line 71. The entry [KEp]xvtov must be substituted
for the restoration of the Corpus [KVXi]XMOV in lines 71-72 on the evidence that
KEPXJtOV appears in line 37 of our new text. Against these nine letter-spaces there are
three lines plus 16 letters (_ 103 letter-spaces) in the new fragment. I can offer no
explanation for filling this gap, unless ['AX] apvE in line 31 is a repetition of the
demotic of Lysias whom we met above in line 22.
In line 33 era& is most enigmatic; the epsilon is certain, which rules out [iapa] -rad8 (unless conceivably an engraver's error?), and I can only suggest, but not
explain, that we have some such word as [pjj]era8&[8&ueva];and at the end of line 34
I feel sure of [o-fr]aOp,6[v], with the cross-bar of the alpha omitted.
In line 35, after the ring weighing one and one half obols dedicatedby ['H8]vXtAvq,
whose name I have not traced elsewhere in the Brauroneion lists,35 comes an unexpected and unusual entry. In line 73 of I.G., 12, 1517, we find ee/3, which has been
restored as ~e 4,3[Evov],though no other object of ebony is recorded in any other Attic
dedication; 36 but our new fragment exactly supplies the missing letters, to enable us
to complete the word as 4'/a&XEv. But for this fortunate coincidence one might well
but now we see the meaning: " somebody has
have been baffled by aXevTm6'/3oXov,
droppedan obol, and it is lying against the phiale." Again I can quote no close parallel,
for though we sometimes find reference to an object being lost or broken,3"this description of a casual find at least indicates scrupulous honesty on the part of the
officials in compiling their inventory. The text of 1.G., IIP, 1517, must also be here
revised:
G9

I.G., 1I2, 1517 A, lines 73-74
oXv
ros rp]
raO : IT: e'E/3[aXE'v rtsg6'/3oXow
15jq

a'kV

ITOIX.

31

:1I1: Tr]
K[EpXvXovKia&Ecatf&a

Line 74, without apyvpa, here matches lines 36-37 of the new fragment; the
correspondencebetween lines 74-75 of I.G., II2, 1517 A, and the last line of the new
fragment has already been noted above. The word KEPXViOVmust be a diminutive of
35In addition to four instances of this name cited by Kirchner (P.A., 6384-6387), I have to
thank Meritt for three other references: I.G., II2, 1534 line 271, 10125, and 11585a (p. 896).
36 We find, however, a dedication of ebony, weighing 48 minai, at Delos (Insc. De'los, 442 B,
line 165).
37 One example may suffice [TCrpaa]Xa Z6, irw-vd,ro[AwXo'wlv] T'a epeOe'vra (I.G., II2, 1534,

line 112).
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which on the authority of Pollux (VII, 99) means rT6va&pyvptv KOVMprTO',
"'silver dust," but how it was treated for the purpose of this dedication I cannot
suggest.38 In any case the quantity must have been trifling, as its weight combined
with two Evc8&a was only one and one half obols.
KEPXVO0,

9 (Plate 57). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides but with the back
roughly dressed and a strip 0.09 m. wide gouged off the face on the left, found on
November 1, 1949, at the surface between the east end of the Middle Stoa and the
Stoa of Attalos (P 12).
Height, 0.175 m.; width, 0.215 m.; thickness, 0.08 m.
Height of letters, 0.005 m.

Inv. No. I 6250.
The inscription is stoichedon, with a square chequer pattern in which the units
measure ca. 0.0069 m.
ITOIX. 32
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For two other examples of KEPXVtov
among votive offerings at the Asklepieion, cf. I.G., II2,
1533, lines 19, 23, for which Kirchner refers to 0. Rubensohn, Ath. Mitt., XXIII, 1898, p. 306,
note 1, and to P9. Leonard in Pauly-Wissowa, R.E., s.v. Kernos (XI, 326). Leonard rejects
Rubensohn's thesis that KCPXvo0was identical with Kdpvog.
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It is obvious that this text is from one of the inventories of the Brauroneion. The
stoichedon pattern is only a trifle smaller than the normal dimensions found in this
series, which range between 0.007 m. and 0.0076 m. for the chequer unit. Moreover,
the items in lines 2-4 correspond to those partly preserved in the last five lines of
I.G., II2, 1517d, lines 225-229, though this does not enable us to complete with
certainty a whole line on either'stone; and we should note that the latter belongs to
the right-hand column of the reverse face of the stele, with the margin preserved, and
hence stoichedon 32'and not 31 as in the Corpus. As thi's text must have ended with
the incomplete line 229, it is obvious that the contents of our'new fragment, from
line 6 onwards, represent additional dedications, proving that'it is to be dated later
than I.G., II2, 1517.
For purposes of comparison I reproduce here, with the corrected stoichedon
length of line, the last five lines of I.G., I2, 1517d:
I.G., II2, 1517d, lines 225-229
225 [?__19
[

[V?]

1
_t8_

___

21
23

[----------------]

EFKO9- tiPO [I*]
-ITO]rg7ptov XaXK[Ov]

1Epo','Apr[E'pj,
E] rt[ .]

vacat

It is not easy to calculate the line-length of our new fragment, for the lacunae in
the corresponding lines of the two texts differ in length. This seems to imply some
alteration in the order of the missing words rather than any additional entry, for
the total number of letter-spaces in I.G., II2, 1517d, from &4po [..] to the end of
'Apr[E4,8oq] is two lines plus eleven letters (i.e., 75 letters), whilst in the new f ragment we have two lines plus ten-letters, pointing likewise to a line-length of 32 letters,
which I have conjecturallyadopted in my transcript.
In view of this similarity, we may assume that EAXWKOS
preceded 8fpov [I] in lines
1-2, but I cannot explain the sense here, whether it be noun or epithet, but if it is in
fact a noun it seems reasonably likely that it means a screw rather than a spiral
which would account for the genitive, might be sugshell; 3 in this case avEV E"XLKO%
gested in the absence of any helpful parallel.
In line 3 we might expect that some masculine substantive preceded [tE]p0s
`Ap,r48J[os] of the next line, but this would involve the insertion of 1E"ryEyparr: in
line 4, leaving only six spaces before the repetition of this verb 'in line 5, in which we
should expect the name of a further dedication as well as the word o-raOiS4v(perhaps
abbreviated). Moreover, the recording of the weight shows that this must have been
39For dedications of shells, whether natural or artificial, the word used is xoyKosand not EXt4;
cf. I.G., I12, 1533, lines 58-59, [K] o'yKos Ev [K] t8 [: lapt'] ov XtOov, and ibid., lines 5-6, Ko'yov
Ilaptov XLov.
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an object of precious metal, for the weight could not be that of the iror4p [tov XaXKoV]
in line 3. The only solution seems to be that the word [LE]po' was written in the
masculine, in spite of the object concerned being a neuter noun, and that we must
where we have exactly eleven spaces available. We
before [ILE]pp6,
insert E'riyE'yparrr:
must accordingly assume, exempli gratia, that some object, perhaps a short word followed by xpvo- o-ira-ak:,was recorded in the 17 spaces available at the end of line 4;
but if we compare this with the parallel passage in I.G., JJ2, 1517d, we find that 23
spaces are to be filled between 'Apr[E4Lt8og]and ErT[. . ] at the end of l'ine228, where
the verb must clearlybe completedas Ent [ye
y ypawr :] as the final item in the list. To
was after all omitted from
reconcile these two entries I can only suggest that i-cra0dk:
line 4 of our new text but inserted in I.G., JJ2, 1517d.
From line 6 onwards we have no help from any other list in this series and no
certain clue to the completionof any single line. The use of the accusative in [K] VXLKa
(line 6) suggests that some of the missing letters in line 5 comprised a dedicator's
name and acvEO0qKe, but whether [ . .]pa at the beginning of line 7 is the end of a

femininenameor of the accusativeof some noun such as Kpar4p or

JVKrnp

cannotbe

decided, and from here to the end of our fragment in line 20 there is nothing to show
whether the dedications are in the nominative or accusative.

The-rare diminutive fivVKrptOv (lines 6 and 7) occurs also among the contents
of the Chalkotheke (I.G., 112, 1424a [p. 803], line 265) but is apparently not recorded
in I.G., I12, 1425, of a few years later. It was apparently transferred with other
bronze objects from the same source to the sanctuary of Eleusis, if we may identify
it with the qIVKwnpLOV jLtKpOV OVX VytEq in the Eleusinian inventory I.G., JJ2, 1541,
lines 14-15.4?
It is not worth enumerating the various alternatives possible in line 8; but
before xo8tov (another rare term) in line 9 there seem to be two close-set hastas,
perhaps from eta or nu, which could hardly be numerals as no punctuation follows,
and this letter may be the end of the name of the dedicator.
In line 10 we have clearly a donor's name; the second and third letters preserved
are almost certainly AA, and the name [lIa]p8aXt' though unknown in Attica, may
be compared with other feminine names borrowed from animals. Klearetos, her
father or husband, is a very rare Attic name (cf. P.A., 8469 only, who must be some
two generations later).41 Whether her dedication(s) preceded or followed her name
it is impossible to say.
In line 11 it is strange to find a silver thymiaterion in this list of mostly bronze
objects, and again it is impossible to decide whether it should be connected with the
For this transfer see Ferguson, Treasurers of Athena, p. 116. At Eleusis the number of
I6VKTrpta has grown to four (I.G., I12, 1542, lines 22-23) of which two have neither handles nor bases,
whilst in I.G., II2, 1544, line 56 (329/8 B.C.), three of these four are described as [oL]XO-pa'.
in Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 89, No. 10, line
41 Meritt kindly draws my attention to [KXEa']pErog
232 (=I.G., 12, 964, line 101).
40
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roiro o- [o'4pgavrat] is a
puzzling contents of lines 11-12, for which [virE]p iq'XEC0
possible restoration, though the use of the genitive seems to forbid us to interpret
it as meaning " above a cubit " (in length). But it seems also possible that we have
for all of
in fact an epithet, formed on the analogy of 8&lrxv%, 7PpT77XvgTErpaLT77XV%,
which there is good classical authority, and we might add rap61qnxv quoted by Pollux
as VVTEPETPpOS.4 In any
and applied to a ipnaTFovand compare such compounds of V'7iEp
case the clue to a solution of this passage must have been contained in the missing
twelve letters of line 11, for which any suggestion would be reckless.
In line 13 we have some object with, presumably, a column-like shaft or support,
but it is uncertain whether the letters --]ov are from its name or from an epithet,
in line 12,
e.g., [etiXv]ov; in the latter event, if we accept the restoration o-E[cr4),uavrac]
we should have only five letters for the name of the object, and in the absence of any
was a noun in twelve
likely word it is preferable to assume that the object with o-TVXog
letters, to which, again, we have no clue. After eXovI would read o-c but offer no
restoration.
Line 14 is no less enigmatic, for after at or 8 (compressed into one space) we
I cannot understand the construction, and can only note
have To erpaya'yvove[--].
that this epithet might be used of a mirror, as in an inventory from Delos,43or of a
foot-stool, as in the Asklepieion inventory I.G., IJ2, 1533, lines 65-66: [o-]4[EXkT]Ko0
rerpaycwvos. The latter example might suggest that the letters o-rbfollowing E'Xov
in the previous line should be completed as a-0[EMXoKOS](rather than ao[payif] or
which are more likely to have been recordedamong items of jewelry), and
o-k[rEv8oPv],
that the word rerpLyWvovwas part of the description of this object; but there are other
possible alternatives, e.g., crk[ayE?ov].
With line 15 we come to a list of additional dedications, but there is nothing to
help us to completethe formula or to restore the noun, or its epithet [-- -] ?KOV, before
stba'X-[v]in line 16.
In the last four lines we have apparently at least three objects each followed by
the adjective avErtypab(ov) in abbreviated form, and in line 18 an unidentifiable
object (or more than one) to which masks were attached. Little need be added beyond
the conclusion that this fragment seems to belong to the last column of the reverse
of a stele which must be dated at any rate after 341/0, as it contains items supplementing the parallel list in I.G., I12, 1517d, where no item is mentioned as dedicated
later than that year.

10 (Plate 57). Small fragment of Hymettian marble, with the left margin preserved
42

of vessels, OvAtuaTVptoV
$k&t: 7r-Xvatov C7rtxPVov,,
cXa'a 8v'o us rxvatas (Insc. DIelos, 1441, line 24

We may compare, for recorded measurements

in the Asklepieion (I.G., II2, 1533, line 7), and
[ 1450, line 25] ).
43 Insc. Delos, 1443, lines 15-16.
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but otherwise broken, found on April 24, 1935, in an early Byzantine context over
the east end of the Middle Stoa (O 13).
Height, 0.115 m.; width, 0.077 m.; thickness, 0.032 m.
Height of letters, 0.004 m.-0.005 m.
Inv. No. I 2837.
The writing is stoichedon with a chequer pattern in which the units measure
0.0067 m. vertically by 0.007 m. horizontally.

(?)

$TOIX. ca. 35

[o]raO: II[
??------pvo-ta eL[xov (?)?-

xl

ca. a. 341/0 a.

5

KOpV0tbu[J,r (?)?I
ovs vycLT[7)p?I
vrO8EpLs [XpvcTT mralTTaK:?VKOV

XpiVO[to

a-rTaG:----Ta8E

XKtog Xe]
EK TOv'appXatov
v]

eco) ?EpEa
[rape8w&KEV?--raa:]
FK: 'Ap t0[rT?'rp]
W^

0S Tct

10

_

,v

Kt 01/--I

1

'EXlTtvoY [?
raTrov[_?

E
X7(a?)?-av[E

-

--

This fragment belongs almost certainly to a Brauroneion inventory, and it is to
be located, probably, somewhere in the obverse face of its stele. The pattern of the
lettering and the contents, as well as the width of the column (calculated as about
35 letters), support this attribution, but no other surviving list helps us to a fuller
restoration of the contents. Though the surface has suffered from weathering very
few of the letters are doubtful, but there seem to be a few instances of inaccuracy
on the part of the engraver.
Line 2: I cannot trace any example in this series of an item of jewelry described
as xpvarta ('xxv (or e'xov,vel sim.), but we find both an 6xGotf3osand a XXta)v so
described in I.G., 12, 1388, lines 83-85, apparently under the heading (line 73) sv
Tr6

'Oita-00804t

(K Tr)jSK13cT&T8'Jg Bpavpctv[00E]v.

It seems, however,unlikelythat

any of these survived some sixty years to reappear in our list.

In line 3 I restoreKOpV4XO-[77'S], meaninga diademor similarhair-ornament,for
which I know no other example in any list of dedications, and the line must have ended
with the name of the man whose daughter dedicated some unknown object named ir
line 4.
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The last letter preserved in line 5 is not clear, but the traces suggest sigma rather
- - to fill the gap before
than delta, and I assume that it was followed by xpvoq o-=OaO:
us
the
approximate
length
of the line, depend[8aKrlXto XEj]VKOV
which
gives
XPVpaOV,
ing on the weight of the V'O8EPig (probably, in the light of other examples, between
one and two drachmai). For other examples of rings of pale gold (electrum?) in
these lists see I.G., 12, 1517 A, lines 102-103 (cf. 1524 A, lines 16-17) and I.G., IP2,
1518a, lines 8-9. After the weight of this ring we can restore [ra8E (K 'rOv'apXaiov
as well as the
but there is no room to insert rot nuEM6aracuS
[7TapE'8KEV],
vE]E z7?EpELa
name of the object weighing two drachmai and a half-obol (or possibly more)."
The figures for weight at the beginning of line 8 were presumably followed by a
dedication from Aris [t---- -] though the engraver seems to have cut delta for alpha.
For the name, no doubt feminine, there are several possibilities.
The fourth and sixth letters in line 9 are somewhat damaged, but I feel sure that
they are omega and kappa and thus restore [irp]o rczthKjoP], as in I.G., I12, 1517 A,
line 46, which is in a different context from that of our fragment.
Line 10: There is no chance of restoring the name of the wife or daughter of
Elpines (or Elpinos), for both names are fairly common in the fourth century, or of
which best accounts for the letters surdetermining whether the word [a&jr]cTaiorov[fs
viving in line 11 refers to her dedications.
There are no certain traces of any letter following X-javin line 12, for which a
followed by aYV[E'O-)KE] seems the likeliest restoration; and in line
name ending in -KXq
13 the initial letters /\Q may well be the faint remains of [UrT]a :NOTE ON THE BRAURONEION

INVENTORIES

To facilitate the study of the fragments of this series, it may be helpful to show
in tabular form the number and contents of the now known fragments, as published
here and in the Corpus (I.G., II2, 1514 ff.), together with a single small piece found
at Brauron and published a few years ago in llpaKtKac. No single stele is complete,
and in no case have we evidence for a stele with more than three columns on either
face or with either one column only or two. It is no less clear that where we have an
opisthographic stele the front face records dedications in gold or silver, with occasional miscellaneous additions, and that the lists of garments dedicated by women
appeared only on the back, followed in some instances (perhaps in all) by lists of
offerings in bronze, tin, iron, ivory, and wood. On the other hand, it seems that these
opisthographic stelai were, if not exceptional, at least less numerous than those which
contained lists of garments only. Of the stelai publishedin the Corpus Nos. 1515, 1516,
1522, 1523, 1525, 1528, 1529, and 1530( ?), apparently preserve their original thickness and yet are inscribed on one face only with lists of garments; as to No. 1514
two other instances of objects handed over by the priestess of Artermis Brauronia, cf.
1519, line 11, and 1524, lines 44-45.

44 For

I.G.,

II2,
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in the British Museum certainty is impossible, for it has been cut down to a thin slab,
perhaps by Lord Elgin's instructions before it was brought to England. This leaves
us with only three stelai inscribed on both sides, for there can be no doubt that Nos.
1517, 1518, 1519, and 1520 belong to the same stele (of Pentelic marble), as Kirchner
had suspected, and Nos. 1521 and 1524 are of Hymettian marble but of different
thickness. I omit from this list Nos. 1526 and 1527 as I do not believe that they
belong to our series.45
Including the new fragment from Brauron and our three from the Agora we thus
have at present a maximum of seventeen stelai, which might be reduced if it could be
shown that some of these belong together-a matter worth investigating (see Postscript, p. 186). I add to the table a note of the years covered by the contents when
they afford any evidence for dating.
TABLE OF BRAURONEION

I.G.,

II2

1514
1515
1516

Marble
Pentelic
Hynmettian
Hymettian

1517God&Sle
1
1518
Penteli'c
1519
1520
1521
Hymettian

Letter-spaces
per line
40
40
44

INVENTORIES

Contents
Garments
Garments
Garments

Gold&Silver
Garments and
metals
~~~~~~~misc.
unknown Same as in
Nos. 1517-

face 31
back 32

1520 ( ?)
1522

Hymettian

1523
1524

Pentelic
Hymettian

1525
1528

Hymettian
Hymettian

45 Dr.

Garments and
bronze objects
40
Garments
face 34
Gold & Silver
back 34
Garments and
bronze objects
40
Garments
unknown Garments
44(?)

Years covered
by contents
350/49-344/3
349/8-345/4
346/5-344/3
(five lines more
than in 1514)
353/2341/0
34/2-3421/
354321?
348/7-346/5 (?)
face

(?)-342/1
back
339/8-336/5
(?)
353/2-334/3
344/3-(?)
344/3-343/2
(?)

Tullia R6nne (cf. note 33, above) agrees in rejecting these two texts from our series.
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Marble

1529
1530
1531

Letter-spaces Contents
Years covered
per line
by contents
Hymettian
40
Garments
(?)
Hymettian
unknown Garments
(?)
Hymettian
unknown Misc. ivory &
(?)
metal objects

face ( ?)

lpaKTnKa,

1949, p. 85
Above, No. 8
Above, No. 9
Above, No. 10

back 45( ?) Garments
29
Gold & Silver
32
Misc. metals
ca. 35
Gold & Silver

Hymettian
Pentelic
Hymettian

344/3
355/4-352/1
post a. 341/0 a.
ca. a. 341/0 a. (?)

11 (Plate 56). Fragment of coarse-grained white marble, with rough-picked back
and picked left side preserved, broken above, below, and on the right, found on March
8, 1952, in the wall of a modern house on the east side of Areopagus Street in the
southeastern part of the Market Square (P 15).
Height, 0.16 m.; width, 0.125 m.; thickness, 0.043 m.
Height of letters, 0.006 m.-0.007 m.
Inv. No. I 6458.
The lettering is stoichedon with a square chequer pattern in which the units
measure 0.011 m.
ca. med. saec. IV a.
ITOIX.
[....

] KLC[T---------]

[...]V

[-----

-

EV]

[EX]VXpon [?

5

-

]

[**] spacr[---_---___]
[f+]paytis [--------ovvr]
?

[6r]ptq.Ev[ov?

X]

'Ao-'[v8pov ?--[a&]pwv0rq
_:I- - - - _-_
[a]ot
v KarTEayEv

]

[?-

10 XaXKAov
rE[TpvrxqEvoq?---K-Ka]
6omrpovor. [Xov &'Xov -?-[*]
[...

KpaLVOs [-]t,a

Tp[--

]

?-

--

--

- - -

[..]Kp[oV?.

The lettering is larger and more widely spaced than in any of the inventories
from the Brauroneion; the unusual thinness of the stele (assuming that the back has
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not been cut down) and the fact that certain entries cannot be paralleled in other
lists of Attic dedications combine to defy an attribution to any known series of
inventories. The style and spacing of the letters would suit a date near the middle
of the fourth century. As no single item can be restored in full, there is no clue to
the length of the lines, and little comment is required.
In line 2 the letters Evwvseem more likely to belong to the genitive plural of a
participle than to [ev lrc llap0]evWhv[&] (vel sim.).
For [Ev EXj]vpmin lines 2-3 compare I.G., 112, 1464, lines 14 and 16 (the latter
referring to an &rpaKmroq).By a coincidence we find these preceded in line 12 by a
Kt/3TOCgYas in the first line of our fragment, but in spite of another instance of resemblance to this inventory of the Chalkotheke (lines 11-12 below) the differences
in the other items forbid us to associate the two lists.
The letter after the iota in line 5 is doubtful, but traces on the squeeze suggest
sigma rather than delta.
in a Delian
In lines 5-6 for [crvvTEr]ptpq.Eqv[ov?]
compare XEs UVVTETpq.q.LEVOs
inventory, Insc. Delos, 442 B, line 166.
I suggest [Xac]ptv0q
In lines 6-7, of possible feminine names ending in -ptv0&q
as the most likely, though I cannot find it as an Attic name.
In line 8 [. apdov : I [- -] is baffling: [1] acqovg suggests no intelligible sense,
and [KEp]aItdotT, " among the clay vessels," seems just possible as defining where an
object was placed, but I feel that [rpoy] acqov, "among the wedding gifts," is rather
more tempting. The last preserved letter is apparently iota, and in any case begins
a new entry.
In line 9 the use of the indicative Kar4ayev instead of the more familiar participle
[v ra
KarEayc, (vel simn.) can be matched in I.G., 12, 1469 B, lines 94-95: roVrat)
eXvrpa Kar] &-yEv, in a Chalkotheke-list.

vr pvof], and for other
In line 10, taking XaXKOvg
as certain, I suggest re[Tpv
examples of leaky vessels so described compare the Eleusinian inventory I.G., 112,
1544, lines 59 and 69 (the latter perhaps auE8t,uvog)
In line 11, after [Ka']Oo-rTpovwe have no doubt crvi[XovE'xov](the left-hand bar
of the upsilon is clearer on the squeeze than on the photograph). The possibility of
a unique spelling [Kar]povn"pov for "mirror" is not to be excluded, but the initial
letter of the line looks more like theta than a broken rho; see the theta in line 4 above.
It is strange to find in line 12 a helmet among mainly feminine dedications, but
it seems again to be merely a coincidence that a Kpa'vo[f] follows shortly after a
(sic) in the Chalkotheke-list I.G., II2, 1464, lines 25 and 28, of which
KaWrpo1rTo[v]
the contents are much more miscellaneous.
and possibly
rp[ta]
For tarp in line 13 we have a choice between [- --]ta
is
not
13
in
line
for
O']
and
unlikely.
[
varTp
Kp
[LK'],
[pt] Kp
[pdaxatpaj
These notes on the contents bring us no closer to identifying the building in which
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this miscellany was dedicated, but the finding-placewas not far from the Eleusinion,
and this seems at any rate a reasonable attribution.
12 (Plate 56). Fragment of Pentelic marble originally opisthographic, broken on
all sides, found on March 4, 1937, in a late context south of the Eleusinion (T 22),
in the area of the Late Roman Fortification.
The back is worn quite smooth.
Height, 0.125 m.; width, 0.11 m.; thickness, 0.063 m.
Height of letters, 0.004 m.-0.005 m.
Inv. No. I 4566.
ca. med. saec. IV a.
NON-ITOIX.

?

[

[
5

?]H'

[- [

&
VXSaKvto]

[

]
?o]

[------]pa

]

?

v:FIrpocr[------]
Xpvcoo

---crrcO]aPI:XcHra

[--I
10

EV T]lwt VEO[L

cL7T[EtpovEn(?)--]

ArA7[p?

o,ra646v
X\aXK[ot

E'KTo[v

?

?---?-?-

X[

]

?--

?3

Owing to the damaged surface and the irregular lettering several readings are
uncertain and only a few items in the list are intelligible. They include objects of gold
and bronze, and the weight of 1230(+) drachmai in line 8, as also a weight of
1000-(+) drachmai in line 9, probably refers to some massive silver vessel such as a
thymiaterion.
In line 2 I feel fairly sure of [E'Vr] 6t vE6t[t]. In line 4 if the first four symbols
stand for 156 we may wonder why there is a clear mark of punctuation after 1R; but
-I? At the end of
if we take the sum to be only 150 what can one do with vrpoqr-line 5 the pi is reasonablycertain, and a&r[Etpovefl invites the restoration of [8aKrVXtoJ
before xpvooZ. After ypv* in line 6 the letters might be o- or l, and if the latter
perhaps oriy[a6tH], or or -[acurpl as suggested by the next line. The presence of a
ypvf is of no help towards identifying this list, for it can scarcely be the creature
familiar from the Parthenon-lists of the fifth century,46and last traceable in I.G.,
II2, 1428, line 199 (367/6 B.C.).
In line 7 the reading is beyond doubt, but I cannot
explain o-iraoi-r[p]J,which seems to be a word hitherto unknown, although Pollux cites
46 I.G., 12,

276 ff. (restored correctly in lists prior to J.G.,

J2,

280, of 422/1 B.c.).
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in the sense of " door-handle."4 The weights in lines 8 and 9 must
surely belong to some silver objects, perhaps thymiateria, as suggested abQve,or even
exceptionally heavy hydriai,48for the absence of rovrwvimplies that they cannot refer
to groups of objects. The first letter in line 10 must have been either delta or lambda,
suggesting [Ka] 8ot or [vflXot,and in the last line nothing is certain before the final
'ro, though the traces of the four preceding letters might lead to the reading --- -] v
e1ftloraop

EK

[i
-T-O-].

Unfortunatelynone of these suggestionshelpsto identify the source

of the inventory.
13 (Plate 56). Fragnmentof Hymettian marble, broken on all sides and at the back,
found on May 13, 1947, in an early Byzantine context in the industrial area east of
the Great Drain (D 17).
Height, 0.08 m.; width, 0.09 m.; thickness, 0.022 m.
Height of letters, 0.005 m.-0.007 m.
Inv. No. I 5980.
saec. IV a.
[?-]

NON-ITOIX.

yovog 'A[-?-----Tt vel A]or0E'V s Kat KT[no-- -]
[rpa67reCa(?) o-]rpo[y]yvXq vcacat

[(?) mmrEyaa-r]
5 [ ?------]

pE3

AAPI vacat
vacat

Little can be made of this fragment, with remains of names in lines 1-2 and an
inventory in lines 3-5. Thus it is uncertain whether the alpha at the end of line 1
belongs to another name in the nominative, or to a patronymic, or to a demotic; and
we must note the inconsistency with line 2, where two names without patronymic or

demoticare coupledwith Kat.
It is not even certain whether lines 3-5 contain a list of the equipment of a

sanctuaryor of a household.I suggestTpd&TE;a as the circularobject,and assumethat
one table would suffice,whether for ritual or for domestic purposes. On this view, and
assuming that line 4 began under the tau of rpa'reca, there are about eight letters to
supply at the beginning of the line. I have no satisfactory suggestion to offer, as it is
not easy in any case to think of an article of equipment of which twenty-six pieces
were required. Although it falls short by one letter of the required length of the word
I would suggest [crTE-yao--r]7pE, " cover tiles," as at least a possible, and not inapproX, 22. Could ariracr4p possibly miiean"feeding-bottle," derived from arav in the sense of
" to suck," for which see Liddell-Scott-Jones, Lexicon, s.v., III?
4 For a group of hydriai with weights ranging from 1130(+)
to 1300(+) drachmnai,cf.
I.G., 112, 1432, lines 1-5.
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priate, restoration, 'particularly if we conclude that this is an inventory of private
possessions.
POSTSCRIPT
After this article had been despatchedto the Editor, David Lewis at my suggestion kindly examined certain of the Brauroneion inventories in the Epigraphical
Museum to test the possibility of attributing to the same stele any pairs of fragments
which exhibit the same (actual or possible) length of line. He reports as follows:
" I.G., II2, 1523 (line-length 40 letters) seems to be from the same stele as 1514
(in the British Museum) and is opisthographic." Wesley Thompson, of the
American School of Classical Studies, adds that there are only a very few
scattered letters visible on this (the obverse) face, of which the surface is much
corroded.
"No. 1516 (line-length 44 letters) is smooth, but apparently uninscribed, on the
obverse, and seems to belong with 1522, which has traces of lettering on the
obverse."
"Nos. 1521 B and 1525 (line-length 40 letters), seem to belong together." This
is in fact more doubtful, as there is no clear indication of the line-length of
1521 B. If the association is correct, 1521 would be located close to the lower
edge of 1525, which records the dedication of garments Evt IlvOo86rovapXovrog
(343/2 B.C.) in lines 8ff., but lacks the last four items; while 1521 B, line 4,
begins with EvrA
1 [ o-tyE'ov9 - -] (342/1). As the other two stelai which contain
the four entries missing from 1525 are both incomplete (1517 B, lines 131-134;
1524 B, lines 146-149), they do not help us to restore the few letters which alone
survive in 1521 B, lines 1-3 (numbered 62-64 in the Corpus). Further study of
the two fragments should prove decisive for, or against, the association.
If all three of these suggestions are correct, they would enable us to reduce the
presumednumber of known stelai from seventeen (as shown in my table, pp. 181-182
supra) to fourteen, and to enlarge the number of opisthographic stelai from three
to six.
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